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Abstract
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are currently having a revolutionary impact in rapidly
emerging wearable applications such as health and fitness monitoring amongst many
others. These types of Body Sensor Network (BSN) applications require highly integrated
wireless sensor devices for use in a wearable configuration, to monitor various
physiological parameters of the user. These new requirements are currently posing
significant design challenges from an antenna perspective.
This work addresses several design challenges relating to antenna design for these types
of applications. In this thesis, a review of current antenna solutions for WSN applications is
first presented, investigating both commercial and academic solutions. Key design
challenges are then identified relating to antenna size and performance. A detailed
investigation of the effects of the human body on antenna impedance characteristics is then
presented. A first-generation antenna tuning system is then developed. This system enables
the antenna impedance to be tuned adaptively in the presence of the human body. Three
new antenna designs are also presented. A compact, low-cost 433 MHz antenna design is
first reported and the effects of the human body on the impedance of the antenna are
investigated. A tunable version of this antenna is then developed, using a higher
performance, second-generation tuner that is integrated within the antenna element itself,
enabling autonomous tuning in the presence of the human body. Finally, a compact sized,
dual-band antenna is reported that covers both the 433 MHz and 2.45 GHz bands to provide
improved quality of service (QoS) in WSN applications.
To date, state-of-the-art WSN devices are relatively simple in design with limited
antenna options available, especially for the lower UHF bands. In addition, current devices
have no capability to deal with changing antenna environments such as in wearable BSN
applications. This thesis presents several contributions that advance the state-of-the-art in
this area, relating to the design of miniaturized WSN antennas and the development of
antenna tuning solutions for BSN applications.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are a collection of sensor devices commonly referred to
as nodes or motes with each node containing a small computer processor and a radio that
enables information to be transferred wirelessly between nodes. Wireless sensor networks,
with their distributed processing capabilities, are being employed in a rapidly growing
range of application areas where monitoring and interaction with the physical world is
essential. For example, wireless sensor networks are having a revolutionary effect on how
physiological parameters are sensed for health care applications using small, wearable
wireless sensor devices for patient tracking [1] as well as smart wearables for the visually
impaired [2]. The key reasons for their adoption relates to their ease of use and deployment
as well as their cost effectiveness when compared with traditional wired networks. The
combination of wearable computing and wireless communication technologies enables the
realization of Body Sensor Network (BSN) applications for remote physiological and
multi-parameter monitoring [3]. These types of wireless sensor applications are also
referred to as body area network (BAN) or Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN) [4].
In terms of their implementation, wireless sensor nodes generally consist of an
application specific sensor or sensors that measure one or more physical or environmental
parameters such as temperature, pressure, acceleration etc. The sensor output is interfaced
with a digital processor. The controller is capable of processing the sensor output, either
analog or digital, and may store intermediate data using the processor's on-chip memory. A
low date-rate radio transceiver and antenna are generally included to provide low power
wireless functionality.
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At the present time, although wireless sensor network technology has great potential for
a wide range of applications, a number of key research challenges exist. One of the most
important challenges for sensor nodes is the low power consumption requirement as these
devices are generally powered with irreplaceable, low capacity batteries [5]. WSN devices
therefore tend to use very low power methods to maximize the lifetime of the node in a
deployed scenario. The power requirement for the radio transceiver is a particularly
important factor as the radio typically consumes a large portion of the system's total power
budget, both in transmit and receive mode.
Wireless sensor networks most generally operate in the license free industrial, scientific,
and medical (ISM) radio bands. These frequency bands are reserved internationally for
short-range device (SRD) wireless communications. In Europe, these frequency bands
include the 433 MHz, 868 MHz and 2.45 GHz bands [6]. The lower frequency ISM bands
can offer advantages in terms of reduced free space path loss when compared with the
higher frequency bands. For example the free space path loss at 433 MHz is approximately
15 dB less than at 2.45 GHz [7]. Another issue with the high frequency ISM bands
concerns human body absorption of EM radiation. The depth of penetration of EM energy
into the human body decreases with increasing frequency [8]. This is due to the skin effect
phenomenon that causes RF currents to flow on the surface (skin) of a conductor as the
frequency is increased [9]. The conductivity of human tissue also increases significantly
with increasing frequency, and together with the skin effect, leads to increased overall
attenuation at higher frequencies [10]. The need for improved performance in biotelemetry
applications has therefore led to the introduction of the Medical Implant Communication
Services (MICS) band (402-405 MHz) as an alternative to the 2.45 GHz band for bioimplantable applications [11].
In terms of their physical implementation, small and lightweight wireless sensors are a
key requirement for unobtrusive monitoring in wearable BSN applications [12] and highly
integrated antenna realizations are therefore required. Several types of 433 MHz antennas
are available commercially, including whip [13], dipole [14], helical [15] and small-sized
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chip-type antennas [16]. Chip-type antennas have the advantage that they can be realized in
a very small size and are easily integrated into the target application as Surface Mount
Device (SMD) components. The small antenna size is a clear benefit from a system
integration point of view. However, decreasing the size of the antenna leads to a negative
impact on the efficiency, gain and bandwidth performance [17] and realizing small, highperformance antennas is therefore extremely challenging.
These negative antenna-related effects can create a number of performance issues for the
end-application. These issues include reduced communications range, increased bit-errorrate (BER) as well as increased sensitivity to the effects of nearby printed circuit board
(PCB) components. With respect to PCB layout, these effects may also result in the
requirement for non-standard or customized PCB layout designs to meet the recommended
PCB layout design guidelines for the antenna. The need for antenna impedance matching
networks is also a common requirement. All of the preceeding issues are undesirable as
they lead to increased design and characterization requirements that ultimately result in
increased design and product costs. These issues highlight the need for new types of small,
low cost antenna that can maintain an acceptable degree of performance for the chosen
application.
Another issue arises in wearable applications when wireless sensors are placed close to
the human body. The electromagnetic coupling between the antenna and body can affect
key antenna performance parameters such as resonant frequency, impedance, efficiency,
radiation, and polarization characteristics [18, 19]. The presence of the human body can
lead to a detuning of the antenna's resonant frequency as well as a change in the antenna
impedance. The resulting impedance mismatch results in the reflection of electromagnetic
energy from the antenna that ultimately leads to a reduction in radiated power from the
antenna. In order to maintain a specific link budget, the transmitter Power Amplifier (PA)
output power may need to be increased if this is an option but this can be an issue since
increasing the transmit power also leads to increased power consumption.
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In most wireless sensor devices, an impedance matching network is required to match the
radio transceiver impedance to that of the antenna. This is typically achieved using an
impedance matching network that is implemented using lumped element networks. A
common assumption during the design phase is that the antenna impedance is fixed and has
a nominal impedance or range of impedances that does not vary with time. In reality
however, placing an antenna close to an object such as the human body can significantly
alter the antenna impedance from its nominal value. The inability of current wireless sensor
technology to deal with changing antenna environments is therefore a challenge. This is
especially the case in specific types of wearable applications where the reliability of
wireless communications is critical, such as in health monitoring applications [20-22].
Antenna tuning technology is only recently beginning to emerge in cellular applications.
However, very little has been reported in the literature regarding the performance issues
associated with antenna detuning for wireless sensor applications in particular. Another key
issue at present relates to the reliability or quality-of-service (QoS) of the wireless
connection. The vast majority of current WSN devices use a single frequency band to
communicate in a wireless network. If the network fails or is adversely affected by
interference due to another wireless device operating at the same frequency, this can
negatively affect the reliability of the wireless connection. Therefore, there is a need for
improved data reliability and QoS compared to the state-of-the-art.
The motivation of the research presented in this thesis is to address a number of specific
design challenges with a particular focus on antenna-related design challenges. These
challenges relate to antenna size issues, antenna detuning and the need for improved
wireless network reliability. The work focuses in particular on a specific type of wireless
sensor network device called the Tyndall mote platform [23].
An outline of this thesis is summarized in Figure 1-1. Chapter 2 outlines fundamental
parameters, definitions and concepts relating to antenna and impedance matching network
design and characterization. Chapter 3 presents an overview of state-of-the art wireless
sensor platforms including the Tyndall mote platform as well as highlighting a number of
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issues relating to antenna performance. A review of state-of-the art antenna and tuning
solutions for WSN applications is then presented.
Some key design and performance issues and technology gaps are then identified and the
requirements for new antenna designs are defined. Chapter 4 presents the design of a
custom antenna matching system. The chapter begins with an experimental investigation of
antenna detuning effects associated with the human wrist, using a 433 MHz Tyndall mote
and a commercial 433 MHz antenna. The design and characterization of a custom antenna
tuning system is then described. This solution is a system-level, first-generation adaptive
antenna tuning solution that is later used as the basis for the development of a more
integrated and higher performance tunable antenna in Chapter 6. Chapter 5 describes the
design of a 433 MHz antenna that is compatible with the size requirements of the Tyndall
mote platform. The design of the antenna is presented and the results of detailed on-body
impedance characterization are described. A transmission line antenna model that allows
rapid determination of total antenna impedance variation on the human body is also
described. Chapter 6 combines the antenna tuner design of Chapter 4 together with the
antenna design of Chapter 5 in the realization of a compact, fully integrated tunable 433
MHz antenna. Chapter 7 describes the design of a small-sized, dual-band antenna that can
operate on both the 433 MHz and 2.45 GHz ISM bands. This antenna has applications for
QoS improvement in WSN applications. Chapter 8 concludes the thesis with a summary of
the important outcomes and contributions of the work as well as suggestions for future
research.
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Figure 1-1 Thesis outline
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Chapter 2. Background
In this section, a number of the most important definitions are introduced in relation to
antenna and matching circuit design. Fundamental quantities that describe both the
radiation and impedance characteristics of the antenna are first described followed by some
important definitions, terms and design approaches for impedance matching networks.
Finally, a number of simple impedance matching network designs are presented that
illustrate key concepts used in later chapters of the thesis. Note that only brief descriptions
of the most important parameters are presented here but a more detailed discussion of this
material may be found in references [24-26].

2.1
2.1.1

Antenna Parameters
Antenna Definition

The IEEE Standard Definitions of Terms (IEEE Std 145-1983) defines an antenna as "a
means for radiating or receiving radio waves" [24]. An antenna can be regarded as a
transitional structure or transducer that can convert between a guided and a radiating
electromagnetic wave. Antennas are typically reciprocal in nature meaning that they have
identical radiation characteristics while transmitting and receiving.
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2.1.2

Antenna Impedance

One of the most important antenna parameters, especially in the context of this work,
concerns the impedance of the antenna.

Figure 2-1 Transmitting source connected to an antenna

More specifically, the input impedance of the antenna is defined as the impedance
presented by the antenna at its terminals a-b [24] as shown in Figure 2-1. The ratio of
voltage to current at terminals a-b defines the input impedance of the antenna. The antenna
impedance is generally a complex or vector quantity with real and imaginary components,
and can be expressed as
=

+

,

(2.1)

where ZA is the antenna impedance (Ω) measured at terminals a-b, RA is the antenna
resistance (Ω) and X A is the antenna reactance (Ω). The quantities R A and XA generally vary
with frequency. In a typical transmitting configuration, the antenna is connected to the RF
transmitter as illustrated in Figure 2-2. In the configuration shown, the radio frequency
(RF) source Vs is connected directly to transmission line T1 that conveys electromagnetic
energy from the transmitting source to the antenna. The impedance of the source is denoted
ZS and is shown as an arbitrary, complex quantity. The transmission line characteristic
impedance Z0 is generally chosen to match the output impedance of the source in order to
ensure maximum power transfer to the load.
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Figure 2-2 Transmitting source connected to a transmission line and antenna

The transmission line is chosen to exhibit low loss at the operating frequency and its
implementation can vary from co-axial, to co-planar-waveguide to microstrip structures
that are generally dictated by the requirements of the final application. As shown in Figure
2-2, the antenna resistance RA has two components and is defined as
=

+

(2.2)

where RR is the radiation resistance (Ω) and RL is the loss resistance of the antenna (Ω). The
radiation resistance RR is a key antenna parameter as it denotes the equivalent resistance
that is attributed to radiation of RF power from the antenna. In contrast, the loss resistance
RL represents unwanted ohmic losses in the antenna itself. These losses do not contribute to
radiation of energy from the antenna but are instead dissipated as heat. Note that for this
simplified case, losses other than ohmic losses (e.g. dielectric losses in an antenna
substrate) are not considered.
2.1.3

Antenna Co-Ordinate System

The radiation characteristics of antennas are generally expressed using a spherical coordinate system [24] as shown in Figure 2-3. This co-ordinate system allows the antenna
radiation properties to be defined in three dimensions as a function of the azimuthal angle
Ф and elevation angle θ as shown.
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In practice, the full spherical patterns are generally not required and the key antenna
radiation characteristics can be determined using three principal planes (x-y, x-z, y-z) only.

Figure 2-3 Spherical co-ordinate system

2.1.4

Antenna Gain and Directivity

The gain and directivity of an antenna are two of the most important parameters that
describe the performance of an antenna. The directivity D of an antenna under test (AUT) is
defined as the ratio of the maximum power density P (W/m2) in a given direction (specified
by the spherical co-ordinates Ф and θ) to the average value over a sphere as observed in the
far field [25] and can be expressed as

=

( , Ф)
( , Ф)

.

(2.3)

Antenna directivity, being a ratio of two power quantities, is a unitless value that can vary
between 0 ≤ D ≤ 1 and, in practice, is typically expressed in units of dBi or dB relative to
an idealized isotropic antenna that radiates equally well in all directions.
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The gain of an AUT is denoted G and is defined as the ratio of maximum power density
PMAX (W/m2) of the AUT to that of a standard or reference antenna of known gain GREF
[25] or
(AUT)
×
(Ref Ant)

=

(2.4)

In practice, the quantity G may also be expressed as a quantity GR called the Realized Gain
that also takes into account the inherent losses in the antenna due to conductor and
dielectric losses as well as impedance mismatch losses [24]. Similar to directivity, antenna
gain is generally expressed in units of dBi, or dB relative to an ideal, isotropic radiating
antenna.
2.1.5

Radiation Efficiency

Antenna efficiency is an important figure-of-merit for an antenna as it measures the fraction
of input power that is delivered to the radiation resistance for dissipation as radiation from
the antenna [27]. Referring to Figure 2-2, the radiation efficiency of an antenna is defined
as the ratio of the power delivered to the radiation resistance RR to the total power delivered
to both RR and RL [24]. The radiation efficiency is defined as

=

+

(2.5)

and ranges in value from 0 ≤ εRAD ≤ 1 but in practice is always less than unity due to
inherent losses within the antenna. The antenna gain, directivity and radiation efficiency are
also related by the following expression [25]
=

(2.6)

For electrically small antennas, it is common for the radiation efficiency to be much less
than unity with a corresponding gain that is much less than 0 dBi.
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2.1.6

Reflection Coefficient

The reflection coefficient of an antenna measures the degree of RF energy reflection from
the antenna. For the antennas discussed in this thesis, it can be considered using the 1-port
circuit of Figure 2-4 where a transmission line of characteristic impedance Z0 is terminated
with a load impedance ZL, representing the antenna impedance. The quantity V1+ is defined
as the amplitude of the voltage wave incident on Port 1 and V1− is the amplitude of the
voltage wave that is reflected from Port 1. The voltage reflection coefficient ΓL at the
antenna is defined as the ratio of the amplitude of the reflected voltage wave V1− to the
amplitude of the incident voltage wave V1+ [26] and is expressed as

=

=

−
+

(2.7)

Figure 2-4 Transmission line terminated in a load impedance ZL

The quantity ΓL varies from ΓL = 0 (no reflection) to ΓL = ±1 (full reflection with the phase
of ΓL dependent on whether the load is a short or open circuit). For the case of an antenna
load, it is clear that for maximum signal delivery to the antenna, it necessary to minimize
the quantity ΓL during normal operation. This is one of the key design goals throughout this
work in terms of designing both antennas and antenna matching circuits.
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2.1.7

Return Loss

Another parameter that is used to describe the performance of the antenna is return loss.
Return loss (RL) is a measure of the degree of signal reflection from the antenna [28]. This
quantity is derived from the voltage reflection coefficient ΓL and is defined as

(dB) = −20 log

(2.8)

│ │ .

A common design constraint in antenna and matching network design is to achieve a
maximum of 10% reflected power from the antenna or 90% power delivery to the antenna.
In practice, in order to maximize performance, a more common requirement is to specify a
minimum return loss of 20 dB or better that translates to less than 1 % reflection. When the
transmitted (or incident) power and the reflected power levels are known, for example via
direct measurement using an RF power meter, then the return loss in dB can be calculated
as the difference between the incident power PINC (in dBm) and the reflected power PREF
(in dBm),
(dB) =
2.1.8

−

(2.9)

.

Mismatch Loss

Mismatch loss (ML) describes antenna performance in terms of the amount of power that is
lost from the generator due to impedance mismatch [29]. It is important to note that
mismatch loss relates to the power lost due to reflections rather than dissipative, resistive
losses and is defined such that
(dB) = −10 log

1− │ │

,

(2.10)

where ΓL is the previously defined reflection coefficient at the load.
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Throughout this thesis, ML is defined as a positive quantity. Considering that a return loss
of 10 dB is a typical minimum acceptable figure, the corresponding minimum acceptable
figure for mismatch loss is calculated as 0.45 dB using (2.10).
2.1.9

Scattering parameters

Scattering parameters are used at high frequencies to characterize an electrical network and
are employed to avoid the difficulties that are experienced at lower frequencies where short
and open-circuits are used to characterize a network. At higher frequencies, it is difficult to
realize a perfect open or short-circuit and instead, S-parameters are specified with the
circuit port(s) terminated in the characteristic impedance Z0 of the system that is typically
50 Ω [9] and they describe a network in terms of forward and reflected wave quantities.
Considering the arbitrary 2-port network shown in Figure 2-5, the quantity S11 is defined as
the ratio of the reflected wave b1 to the incident wave a1 at port P1 with the other port P2
terminated in Z0 or
=

with

=0

(2.11)

The transmission coefficient S21 is defined as the ratio of the quantity b2 at P2 to the
quantity a1 at P1 with port P2 terminated in Z0 or

=

with

=0

(2.12)

Figure 2-5 Two-port Scattering parameter definition
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Throughout this thesis, all measured and simulated antenna reflection coefficients are
evaluated in terms of the S11 parameter and expressed in units of dB.
2.1.10

Maximum Power Transfer Theorem

In AC circuits, the maximum power transfer theorem [26, 30] states that the maximum
average power that can be delivered to a load impedance ZL = RL + j XL only occurs when
the load impedance is equal to the complex conjugate of the source impedance. If the
impedance of the source is taken as the quantity ZS = RS + j XS, then maximum power is
delivered to a load when ZL = RS - j XS or when a conjugate match ZL = ZS* exists. The
condition for maximum power transfer is an important requirement for many types of RF
circuits but there are other practical reasons for this type of impedance matching as
discussed in the following chapter.
2.1.11

Antenna Bandwidth and Quality factor

The bandwidth of an antenna is defined as "the range of frequencies over which the
performance of the antenna, with respect to some characteristic, conforms to a specified
standard" [24]. Because the impedance of an antenna is never perfectly matched to that of a
source for varying frequency, then a certain amount of power is reflected from the antenna
across a particular frequency range. The antenna impedance bandwidth is typically
expressed as the range of frequencies for which the reflection coefficient is less than some
agreed value. A commonly used specification in the literature is the -10 dB bandwidth or
S11 (-10 dB) and represents the frequency range over which 90 % of the power is delivered
to the antenna [31]. The quality factor of an antenna is intimately related to the bandwidth
as discussed next. The quality factor of an antenna QA is similar to that of a resonant circuit
and for the case of an antenna, is a measure of how much energy is stored in the near-field
of the antenna compared to the quantity that is dissipated via radiation and resistive losses.
Quality factor can refer to a loaded quantity QL when connected to an external circuit such
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as a source or alternatively can refer to an unloaded quantity QU when no external circuit is
connected [26]. The unloaded quality factor is defined as
=ω

average energy stored
average energy lost/second

(2.13)

The quality factor of an antenna is generally desired to be low such that energy is radiated
rather than being stored near the antenna. A useful approximation for the antenna quality
factor at the resonant frequency can also be expressed as
=

(2.14)

−

where f1 and f2 are the lower and upper -3 dB frequencies respectively and f0 is the center
frequency [32]. Although, this relation strictly only applies for simple, single resonance
RLC circuits, it can be used to provide a first-order approximation in many instances.
2.1.12

Transducer Power Gain

Unlike the calculation of mismatch loss as defined in equation (2.10), when a 2-port
network, such as an impedance matching network, is connected between arbitrary source
and load impedances (i.e. ZL and ZS ≠ Z0), it is also necessary to consider the additional
losses in the matching network itself as well as the effect of reflections at the source and
load. These effects can be considered by defining a quantity known as the 2-Port
Transducer Power Gain GT [26]. Figure 2-6 shows an arbitrary two-port network that is
connected to a source impedance ZS and load impedance ZL. The network is characterized
by its two-port S-parameters as defined earlier. The quantity GT of a 2-port network is
defined as the power delivered to the load PL divided by the available power from the
source PAVS [26] and is given as

=

=

1−| |
|1 −
|

|

|

1−| |
|1 −
|
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where ΓS is the source reflection coefficient, ΓIN is the input reflection coefficient, ΓL is the
load reflection coefficient, and Smn are the scattering parameters of the matching network.
For the work described in this thesis, the input port (Port 1) of the matching network is
always terminated in a characteristic impedance of 50 Ω as dictated by the radio transceiver
used [33]. In this case, as shown in Figure 2-6, since ZS = Z0 = 50 Ω, then │ΓS│= 0 and
(2.16) can be simplified since the left bracketed terms equate to unity.

Figure 2-6 Two-port network with arbitrary source and load impedances

2.1.13

Relative Transducer Gain

Another useful performance parameter for antenna tuners is the relative transducer gain
ΔGT. The quantity ΔGT is defined as the difference in transducer gain, with and without the
matching network present [34] and is given as

Δ

=

|
|1 −

|
|

.

(2.16)

This quantity is used to specify the performance improvement that is possible when an
impedance matching network is added between a matched source (ZS = Z0) and a
mismatched antenna (ZA ≠ Z0).
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2.1.14

Electrically Small Antennas

This thesis incorporates the design of compact or electrically small antenna structures. An
electrically small antenna is defined [17, 24, 35] as an antenna whose dimensions are small
compared to the wavelength of operation. For these types of antennas, there are
fundamental limits on the achievable impedance bandwidth as first addressed by Wheeler
in 1947 [17]. Wheeler described an electrically small antenna as one whose maximum
dimensions were less than 2π / λ in size with the relationship often expressed as:
(2.17)

<1

where k = λ/2π, λ is the free-space wavelength (metres) and a is the radius of a sphere
(metres) that encloses the antenna. This situation is shown in Figure 2-7 (a) where a dipole
antenna is surrounded by a sphere of radius a. The quality factor of the antenna can then be
estimated as a function of the quantity ka. Later work by McClean [36] led to an accurate
expression for calculating the minimum achievable quality factor QA of an electrically
small, linearly polarized antenna.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2-7 (a) Electrically small antenna definition, (b) Calculated QA versus ka [36]
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The minimum achievable quality factor QA is defined as

=

1

+

1

(2.18)

Equation (2.18) is illustrated in Figure 2-7 (b) for varying antenna size, as expressed in
terms of the factor ka. It can be seen that as the dimensions of the antenna decrease, the
theoretical value for the minimum QA increases significantly. Since antenna bandwidth and
Q-factor are intimately linked as seen earlier in equation (2.14), decreasing antenna
dimensions also leads to bandwidth reduction.

2.2

Impedance Matching

This section introduces the fundamental concept of impedance matching that is a very
common requirement in RF and microwave circuit design. Impedance matching is used to
ensure maximum power delivery between different stages comprising a circuit. It was
mentioned earlier that conjugate matching between the source and load impedances results
in maximum power transfer to the load device. In relation to an antenna system, when the
antenna impedance is matched to a source, reflections in the antenna feed are minimized
and maximum power is delivered to the antenna. Apart from maximizing power delivery
between cascaded RF stages, impedance matching is also used to optimize other
performance parameters such as power amplifier (PA) efficiency, dynamic range as well as
improving the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) performance of the receiver [26, 30]. Many types
of matching network topologies are available and the final choice depends on several
factors including the range of impedances to be matched, the required bandwidth, circuit
complexity, losses, and the cost of the final solution. In the following sections, a number of
impedance matching examples are presented using the most commonly employed
impedance matching network topologies.
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2.2.1

L-type matching network design using the Q-Based Method

In order to illustrate the process of impedance matching, this example uses a matching
circuit topology called the L-type matching network using lossless, lumped elements.
Although it is one of the simplest types of matching network, it can be used to explain the
impedance matching process. Impedance matching using lumped elements can have a
number of advantages when compared to distributed types in certain applications. For
example, lumped element designs allow for the design and implementation of low cost and
wideband matching networks at UHF frequencies. This is especially critical where small
size requirements are of prime importance [37]. Lumped elements however, tend to have
greater losses than distributed circuits.

Figure 2-8 Series to parallel equivalent circuit

The Q-based method is a commonly used technique for designing matching networks [9,
38, 39]. Figure 2-8 shows a series RL circuit, comprising a resistor RS in series with an
inductor LS. It can be shown [9] that an equivalent parallel RL circuit exists with resistance
RP in parallel with inductance LP where the impedance at terminals A and B is identical in
both cases at the design frequency f0. The parallel equivalent components are calculated as
=(

+ 1)

(

+ 1)

(2.19)

and
=
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where Q is defined as
=

=

(2.21)

Equations (2.19) and (2.20) show the impedance transformation properties that result from
voltage and current magnification in resonant LC circuits. This key property then allows
impedances to be transformed to larger or smaller values depending on the Q-factor of the
network as will be shown by way of example in the following section.

Figure 2-9 L-matching network using the Q-Based method

The Q-based method is now demonstrated using the example shown in Figure 2-9 where
a load resistance RL = 10 Ω is to be matched to a source resistance RS of 50 Ω at a
frequency of f0 = 433 MHz. Since RL < RS, a matching element is required in series with RL
to raise the impedance towards the source resistance RS. This component can be an inductor
or capacitor depending on whether a low-pass or high-pass function is required. In this
case, a low-pass topology is chosen using an inductor L in series with the load followed by
a shunt capacitance C. In order to analyze the circuit, the series combination of the load
resistance RL and inductor L is transformed to a parallel equivalent giving the RLC [9]
circuit of Figure 2-10. The parallel equivalent circuit comprises resistance RP and
inductance LP as determined from equations (2.19) and (2.20). Shunt capacitance C is then
chosen to resonate with LP at the frequency f0, such that the total impedance ZIN, looking
into the parallel equivalent circuit will equal RP at resonance.
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Figure 2-10 Transformation of series to parallel equivalent circuit

Since the value of RS and RL are given design quantities, then the loaded quality factor of
the network can be determined as

=

−1 =

50
− 1 = 2.
10

(2.22)

The values of L and C are then calculated as

=

R

=

50
= − 25 Ω =>
2

=

=>

=

=

1

= 14.7 pF

= 7.35 nH
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2.2.2

Π-type matching network design using the Q-Based Method

The method to design the Π-type matching network is very similar to the Q-based design
method for L-type matching networks as described previously. The circuit is analyzed as
the series connection of two individual L-type matching networks (left and right) as shown
in Figure 2-11 (a). The right-hand L-network first transforms the load resistance R A to a
lower value intermediate resistance denoted RI. The left-hand L-network then transforms
resistance RI to match the source resistance RS. Resistance RI is not a physical resistance but
rather a virtual resistance that can be chosen by the designer.

(a)

(b)
Figure 2-11 (a) Π-type matching network, (b) Resulting impedance transformation
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Using the same method for designing L-type matching networks, the quality factor of the
left-hand circuit is calculated as

=

=

−1.

(2.25)

Similarly, the quality factor of the right-hand is calculated as

=

=

−1.

(2.26)

The overall circuit Q can then be calculated as

=

(

+

)

=

+

=

−1+

−1

(2.27)

Since for the Π-type matching network, the value of the circuit Q is specified at the start of
the design process and the values of RS and RP are also known, then the value of RI has to
be determined. This is generally accomplished using iteration [9], by testing different
values of RI to yield a specified value of Q.
2.2.3

L-Matching Network Example (Smith Chart Method)

In this method, the Smith chart is used to determine the required component values for the
L-matching network of the previous example. The Smith chart was invented in 1939 by
P.H. Smith [40] and is a graphical representation of reflection coefficient in the complex
plane that allows a wide range of transmission line and other circuit configurations to be
analyzed in a simplified and intuitive manner.
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In the following example, a practical matching problem is presented where complex source
and load impedances are to be matched at a design frequency of 433 MHz as illustrated in
Figure 2-12 (a). The CAD program Microwave Office [41] is used to generate the Smith
chart and illustrate the design process.

(a)

(b)
Figure 2-12 Impedance matching example, (a) Circuit, (b) Smith chart
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Assuming a characteristic impedance of Z0 = 50 Ω, the normalized antenna impedance zA =
ZA / 50 = 2 - j 2 Ω is first drawn on the chart as shown in Figure 2-12 (b). Because the real
part of the load impedance zA is larger than the source impedance zS, capacitance C1 is
added in shunt with zA to decrease the real component of the combined impedance. The
addition of this shunt susceptance BC1 moves the combined impedance clockwise from zA
along a circle of constant conductance until the circle of constant resistance 1 + j X is
reached at zA. At point zA, the real part of the combined impedance of C1 and ZA has been
matched to RS. For maximum power transfer between the source and antenna load, the
input impedance of the matching network must equal the complex conjugate of the
normalized source impedance or zS*. This is achieved by adding the series inductance L1 as
shown that moves the impedance from zB to zS*. Finally, the component values for L1 and
C1 are determined from the normalized impedances and admittances read from the chart
and calculated using (2.28) and (2.29).

B
= 1.3
ω Z

(2.28)

X Z
= 31.6
ω

(2.29)

=
and
=

It is important to note that for the L-type matching circuit, the quality factor of the network
from (2.22) is defined exclusively by the source and load impedances and is a key
limitation of this topology. As will be seen in Chapter 4, other types of matching network
topologies can be used to overcome this limitation.
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2.2.4

Practical matching network design

It is important to note that for simplicity, the preceeding examples assumed the use of
lossless components. In reality, practical matching network components have finite losses
attributed to both the matching network components and the PCB interconnect that is used
to implement the circuit. Practical matching circuits also consist of distributed elements
such as transmission lines, SMA connectors, as well as lumped elements including SMD
component pads. In general, the combination of all these effects has a significant effect on
the values of the impedances to be matched as well as the calculated optimal component
values. Circuit simulation techniques are therefore used to design practical circuits where
all of these effects can be specified and modelled.

2.3

Design and Measurement Methodology

The High Frequency Structure Simulator V14.0 (HFSS) from ANSYS [42] was used to
model and analyze the antenna designs throughout the thesis. This is a finite-elementmethod (FEM) solver that is used to create the antenna geometry, specify material
properties and boundary conditions and compute key antenna parameters of interest. These
parameters include antenna input impedance, reflection coefficient, gain, efficiency, farfield E and H-plane radiation patterns as well as near-field parameters.
All HFSS antenna designs were modelled as shown in Figure 2-13 (a) with a waveport
excitation used to excite a quasi-TEM mode in the microstrip feed at the input terminals of
the antenna structure. The far-field behaviour of the antenna is modelled by assigning a
radiation boundary or airbox as shown in Figure 2-13 (b) in order to simulate an absorbing
or non-reflecting free-space volume surrounding the antenna. The distance between antenna
radiating structures and nearest faces of the airbox is an important consideration for
simulation accuracy in order to avoid influencing the final solution [43]. In order to satisfy
this requirement, each face of the airbox was placed at a minimum distance of λ0/4 from the
origin of the antenna element with λ0 calculated at the design frequency.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2-13 HFSS model setup (a) Waveport, (b) Airbox boundary conditions

Circuit simulation was carried out using Microwave Office AWR [41] and the Advanced
Design System (ADS) from Keysight [44]. In order to verify the proposed designs,
prototype PCBs were fabricated using a LPKF ProtoMat C60 milling machine [45] or were
fabricated using a commercial PCB manufacturing process [46]. Throughout this thesis, all
one and two port vector network analysis (VNA) measurements were carried out using a 9
MHz to 4 GHz, Rohde & Schwarz ZVRE VNA [47] that was calibrated using a Rohde &
Schwarz, ZV-Z32, 3.5 mm manual calibration kit [48].
Antenna radiation characteristics were measured in an off-site facility where there was
access to a 7.8 m × 3.8 m × 3.5 m semi-anechoic, shielded test facility [49]. Antenna
radiation characteristics were measured using an Anritsu Model 2038C VNA [50] that was
interfaced with a Model 2090, Multi-Device Positioning Controller [51] and a 1.2 m,
Model 2188 Turntable [52]. VNA and turntable control were achieved by means of a
custom Labview graphical user interface [53]. Far-field measurements were conducted
using a 1 - 18 GHz Model BBHA 9120 D (1201) standard gain horn antenna [54] and
measurements at 433 MHz were performed using a Model ANT-418-YG5-N, Yagi
Antenna [55].
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2.3.1

Antenna measurements

During practical antenna measurements, many types of electrically small antennas can be
sensitive to groundplane effects and the groundplane itself may also form part of the
radiating structure [56, 57]. A coaxial feed cable is commonly used to connect an AUT to
RF test equipment during the measurement of electrically small antennas. However, the
presence of a cable in the near-field of the antenna can significantly affect performance.
This is especially true when a finite groundplane is used as the smaller the antenna, the
greater the effect of the coaxial feed [58]. This effect is illustrated in Figure 2-14 (a) where
a balanced dipole antenna is fed by a balanced line. In this case, a current I1 flows on the
left conductor with an equal return current I2 on the right conductor, leading to balanced
currents I1 and I2 on the both dipole arms A and B that are equal in magnitude and opposite
in phase. Figure 2-14 (b) shows a second configuration, where an un-balanced coaxial cable
now feeds the dipole antenna. In this case, a current I1 flows on the inner core of the coaxial
cable and current I2 returns on the inside surface of the ground shield. An issue arises
however at Point P, as part of the return current I3 can now return to ground on the outer
surface of the coaxial cable due to the skin effect.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2-14 Dipole fed antenna (a) Balanced, (b) Unbalanced
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In this case, the current I4 on element B is reduced by an amount I3 leading to less radiation
from element B as well as unwanted radiation from the outer surface of the feed cable. To
measure both the impedance and radiation characteristics of electrically small antennas in
practice, a balun is required in many cases. A balun is a transformer device that performs a
balanced-to-unbalanced function. Figure 2-15 (a) shows a sleeve-type balun that consists of
a cylindrical metal tube placed around the coaxial cable, thus creating a coaxial
transmission line with the outer shield of the coaxial cable. The sleeve is designed to have
an electrical length of λ/4 at the operating frequency and acts as a quarter-wave
transformer. The sleeve is shorted to the outer shield of the coaxial cable at point S shown
and this creates an open-circuit at point P, thereby suppressing the unwanted current I3 on
the outer surface of the coaxial cable.

Figure 2-15 (a) Sleeve balun, (b) Dual-Band sleeve balun and ferrite beads

A dual-band sleeve balun [59] is shown in Figure 2-15 (b) and was used for 433 MHz AUT
characterization. A number of ferrite-beads [60] are also shown on the feed cable and are
used to further suppress feed-cable currents during antenna impedance measurements as
well as radiation pattern measurements [61].
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2.4

Conclusions

This chapter has presented a number of fundamental concepts relating to antenna and
matching circuit design. The chapter began by outlining several important parameters that
are used to specify the performance of antennas and matching networks. A short
introduction to impedance matching was discussed using examples of an L-type and Π-type
matching network. The circuit and EM simulation methodology as well as the RF and
antenna measurement methodology that was used throughout this work was also introduced
and the material in this chapter is referenced throughout the following chapters.
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Chapter 3. Literature review
This chapter reviews the evolution of wireless sensor networks and then reviews modern
wireless sensor network devices in terms of their architecture. Key emerging applications
that are driving the design of next-generation wireless sensor devices, are then outlined. A
survey of wireless sensor network platforms is then conducted and the Tyndall mote
platform, which is a key focus of this thesis, is described. Some of the common
characteristics and performance requirements for these systems are then reviewed and a
number of key design challenges are identified with a strong focus on antenna related
issues. Design challenges that relate to antenna size, antenna detuning effects and wireless
network reliability are then discussed. The literature is also reviewed to determine how
these issues are currently being addressed. Some open research issues are identified for
current WSN technology and a number of proposed solutions are then explored in later
chapters. Some of the material that is cited in this chapter has been published in [62-67].
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3.1

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN)

The first use of wireless sensor networks was for military applications such as the SOund
SUrveillance System (SOSUS) that was used during the 1950s to detect and track Soviet
submarines [68]. SOSUS used a network of acoustic hydrophones that were deployed on
the ocean bottom to sense submarine activity. In the early 1980s, modern research on
wireless sensors started with the Distributed Sensor Networks (DSN) program at the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) [68] for environmental monitoring
using a spatially distributed network of sensors. At this time, minicomputers were used for
information processing and the size and cost of this solution limited DSN development.
During the 1980s, governments and universities began using wireless sensors for nonmilitary, environmental monitoring applications. The term 'Networked Microsensors' was
used in an article from Business Week in September 1999 [69] to describe a future
technology where cheap, smart devices with multiple onboard sensors would be networked
through wireless links and the Internet. The article predicted that wireless sensors would be
one of the most important technologies to emerge in the 21st century and would be
deployed in large numbers to provide unprecedented opportunities for instrumenting and
controlling homes, cities, and the environment.
In the intervening period, there have been enormous advances in the areas of digital
electronics, wireless communications and micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS)
technology [5] that has led to the proliferation of wireless sensor network technology for a
vast range of applications. A commonly used modern definition of a Wireless Sensor
Network is a collection of sensor nodes organized into a co-operative network which can
sense and control the environment, enabling communication between persons or embedded
computers and the surrounding environment [70].
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3.1.1

WSN Node Architecture

The main functional components of a typical, modern-day WSN device are shown in Figure
3-1. The node consists of an application specific sensor or sensors that sense one or more
physical parameters and converts these measured parameters to an analog or digital output.
For the case of an analog sensor, an extra signal-conditioning block (not shown) may also
be required. The sensor output is then interfaced with a digital processor that is commonly
implemented using a low-power micro-controller (MCU).

Figure 3-1 Block diagram of typical WSN node

The micro-controller is capable of processing the sensor output, either analog or digital, and
may store intermediate data using the processor's on-chip memory. The amount of on-chip
memory (RAM and ROM) is generally limited for the majority of low-cost, low-power
WSN applications. Wireless functionality is provided using a radio transceiver (XCVR)
and antenna. The wireless transceiver generally operates in the license-free 433, 868, 915
MHz or in the 2.45 GHz ISM bands. The power requirements for the radio transceiver are
critical since the radio consumes a large portion of the system power, especially during
wireless transmission. Radio transceivers for WSN applications are generally optimized for
low power operation. For ease of implementation in a target application, they are designed
to require very few external components to make the device functional.
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An impedance matching network is generally placed between the antenna and radio
transceiver in order to match the antenna and radio transceiver impedances. The impedance
matching network may also provide additional filtering and balanced-to-unbalanced
(BALUN) functionality. A power source, such as a small capacity battery, is most
commonly used to provide power to the node. Energy conservation is one of the most
critical aspects of WSN node design and some means of power control and management is
generally provided at the hardware level to enable the DC power consumption to be
minimized [4].
3.1.2

Wireless Sensor Network Applications

Technological advances in digital electronics, sensor design and wireless communications
have enabled the development of low-cost, low-power, highly-integrated and multifunctional sensor nodes that are used in an increasing number of applications such as BSN
applications in sports and fitness monitoring [63, 65, 71]. Figure 3-2 shows a BSN
application for tennis stroke recognition using Tyndall's 2.45 GHz, Zigbee wireless inertial
measurement units. One of the key challenges for this type of application is mitigating the
effects of the user on the reliability of the measured data due to antenna-body interaction.

Figure 3-2 Example of a BSN tennis application [63, 65]
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Other emerging applications include intelligent building energy management [72-74] where
wireless sensors are used to replace traditional wired networks that are very expensive to
install. Wireless sensors can also be used in applications to monitor the structural health of
buildings [75]. Figure 3-3 shows an example of a miniaturized 433 MHz wireless sensor
that is capable of being embedded in concrete to monitor curing properties and transmit live
data from the embedded sensor to a remote data acquisition system. It was also shown in
[75] that high levels of relative humidity during initial curing have a detrimental effect on
the reliability of wireless communications in terms of the measured packet loss.

Figure 3-3 433 MHz wireless sensor to monitor concrete curing [75]

There has also been a rapid emergence of WSN applications in the field of health
monitoring. In these applications, various types of wearable sensors can be attached to the
patient’s body to monitor and collect physiological data using BSN solutions that are
designed to connect and operate sensors within, on or at close proximity to the human body
[76]. An example of a BSN health application is shown in Figure 3-4 where a number of
ISM-band sensor nodes are placed on the patient’s body in a wearable configuration to
monitor parameters such as sweat pH and skin temperature [77] as well as movement [78].
The measured sensor data can then be stored and processed locally or sent wirelessly via
the cloud to a physician or hospital for analysis. Wireless sensor devices provide a number
of advantages that enable improved healthcare for patients.
The need for more sustainable healthcare systems is a key societal problem across the
world and the use of wireless health monitoring can offer a number of potential advantages
compared to existing solutions [79-81].
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Wireless monitoring is also a comfortable and unobtrusive means to monitor a patient and
enables the healthcare professional to have 24-hour access to the patient’s data. The
incurred expenses are also much lower when clinical tests are performed using automated,
wearable devices that can continuously monitor the patient [82].

Figure 3-4 Example of body sensor network for health applications

3.1.3

Wireless sensor network platforms

This section surveys a number of wireless sensor network research platforms that are
currently in use as summarized in Figure 3-5. The Mica 2 platform [83] shown in Figure
3-5 (a) is a commercially available solution from Crossbow (Moog-Crossbow as of June,
2011) and is widely used in the research community. The platform comes in a rectangular
form factor as shown and is powered by two AA batteries.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3-5 Platforms (a) Mica [83], (b) Mica Dot [84], (c) Wasp [85], (d) Tyndall [23]

A smaller device from Moog-Crossbow called the Mica Dot [84] is shown in Figure 3-5
(b) and has a smaller, circular form factor and is designed to run from a 3V coin-cell
battery. The MICA platform uses a low-power RISC-based ATmega128L microcontroller
[86] that runs at a clock speed of 4 MHz. Various types of sensor boards can be added
using the connector interfaces shown and these boards enable the sensing of parameters
such as light, temperature, relative humidity, and acceleration. Another popular wireless
sensor platform is the Wasp Mote from Libelium [85] shown in Figure 3-5 (c). This mote
features an ultra low power mode with the capability to interface up to 100 types of
different sensors and 18 different radio transceiver modules.
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The Tyndall mote platform [23] is shown in Figure 3-5 (d). This is a highly integrated
research platform and has been tailored for a wide range of applications. A novel aspect of
the design is the modular nature of the platform. This enables a wireless sensor network
system to be quickly evaluated using a wide range of available functional layers including
sensing, actuation, power, processing and wireless layers. The mote platform is also
optimized for low-power operation using a variety of low-power RISC-based
microcontrollers. In addition, the platform can also work in conjunction with a high
specification FPGA layer for high specification signal processing tasks if required. In terms
of wireless communications, the platform can be configured to operate using the 433 MHz,
868 MHz, 915 MHz or the 2.45 GHz ISM Bands.

Figure 3-6 Tyndall mote size specifications [23]

Figure 3-6 shows a photograph of a 433 MHz wireless sensor mote later. This layer has
a small size of 25 × 25 mm and features a stackable connector system to allow various
layers to be combined. The main components of this layer are a RISC-based ATmega128L
low-power microcontroller [86] and a Nordic NRF905 radio transceiver [33] for
433/868/915 MHz ISM band operation and provides an SMA connector to allow a wide
range of 50 Ω antenna types to be employed, depending on the application. Table 3-1
compares some important features with respect to the physical size and ISM-Band
capability for the four different platforms shown in Figure 3-5.
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ISM Frequency Band
Platform

(MHz)

Size (mm)
433

868

2450

Wasp [85]

73.5 × 51 × 13







Mica 2 [83]

57 × 31.8 × 6.4





×

25 (diameter) × 6.4





×

25 × 25 × 7







Mica Dot [84]
Tyndall Mote [23]

Table 3-1 Summary of mote platform size and frequency performance

3.2

Antenna Size Issues For WSN Devices

It can be seen from Table 3-1 that the realization of extremely compact wireless sensors is
possible. However, in general, the use of external antennas places a limit on the minimum
achievable size. This is especially true for wireless sensors that operate in the 433 MHz
(ISM) band that are now becoming a popular choice for wearable WSN applications mainly
because of their reduced RF attenuation by the human body and reduced path loss when
compared to higher 2.45 GHz frequencies [87-89].

Figure 3-7 Commercial antenna size versus 25 mm mote platform
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As depicted in Figure 3-7 (a), a free-space resonant whip antenna [90] at 433 MHz
requires dimensions of λ0/4 or approximately 17 cm, excluding a groundplane. Smaller
antennas sometimes referred to as 'stub' types are commercially available as in Figure 3-7
(b-c) but there is a clear incompatibility in terms of the size of the whip-type antennas in
comparison to the size of the mote. More integrated types of antennas are available
commercially such as the small, planar antenna structure shown in Figure 3-7 (d) [91].
However, it was shown in Chapter 2 that electrically small antennas have fundamental
performance limits in terms of efficiency, gain and bandwidth [17] and in practice,
realizing small, high-performance antennas is therefore a challenging task.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3-8 Commercial antenna examples (a) 1/4-Wave Whip [90], (b) Helical [92],
(c) SMD [91], (d) Chip [93]
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A number of commercial 433 MHz antennas are shown in Figure 3-8 and Table 3-2
compares these antennas in terms of their size, bandwidth, peak gain and the minimum
groundplane size required as specified by the manufacturer. It can be seen that reducing the
antenna dimensions leads to a decrease in both gain and bandwidth. The minimum
groundplane size specified by the manufacturer is also a key design requirement that needs
to be met to ensure that the antenna performance meets the datasheet specifications.
Peak

Antenna

f0

BW

Size

Type

(MHz)

(MHz)

(mm)

Whip [94]

433

70

173 × 4.5

+3.3

101.6 × 101.6

Helical [92]

433

40

38.1 × 8.9

+1.9

190 × 7.6

Planar [91]

433

8

27.9 × 13.7 × 1.2

-6.4

84 × 38

Chip [93]

433

7

12.7 × 0.36 × 1.2

-9.8

80 × 39

Gain at
f0 (dBi)

Groundplane
area (mm)

Table 3-2 Specification summary of commercial-type 433 MHz antennas

One of the key requirements for developing appropriate antenna designs for the Tyndall
mote relates to the physical space that is occupied by the mote layers. This is equal to an
area of 25 × 25 mm as shown in Figure 3-9 and is generically used for the majority of mote
layers. Because of the stackable configuration of the mote layers to accommodate sensor,
processing, wireless communications and other functionality, the maximum available size
to realize the antenna element is shown in Figure 3-10. This space provides a maximum
total area of approximately 50 × 25 mm +/- 10 % for both the radiating element and
groundplane.
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Figure 3-9 Tyndall mote layer physical size requirements

Figure 3-10 Antenna physical size requirements
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Figure 3-11 433 MHz meandered IFA antenna [95]

Apart from commercial antenna solutions described previously, several small-sized 433
MHz antennas have been reported by researchers in recent times, using a number of
different antenna miniaturization techniques. A 433 MHz antenna is reported in [95] and is
shown in Figure 3-11. Size reduction is achieved using an Inverted-F (IFA) topology
comprising a meandered radiator together with an inductive section and is fabricated using
standard FR-4 laminate material. The radiating element has a size of 37 × 20 mm and the
antenna achieves a peak realized gain figure of -6.1 dBi at 433 MHz but also requires a
minimum groundplane size of 37 × 30 mm and makes this topology unsuitable for the
chosen application.
A miniaturized RFID tag antenna for an active 433.92 MHz RFID system is reported in
[43]. The antenna is shown in Figure 3-12 and uses a spiral shaped radiator for size
reduction. The radiator is placed above a square groundplane. The antenna has a reported
peak realized gain of -3.48 dBi but requires a 700 × 700 mm groundplane and requires the
radiating element to be displaced from the groundplane using a 20 mm foam material.
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Figure 3-12 Spiral shaped meander-line 433 MHz antenna [43]

Figure 3-13 Double loop 433/ 868 MHz antenna [96]

Loop antennas are also a commonly used solution in applications where small size is one of
the key requirements. In particular, electrically small loop antennas, whose overall length is
less than a tenth of a wavelength [24] are frequently used in automotive applications such
as remote keyless entry (RKE) systems [7]. A dual-band, double-loop antenna is proposed
in [96] for 433 MHz and 868 MHz operation with application in wireless tyre pressure
monitoring. The antenna is shown in Figure 3-13 and is implemented using FR-4 material
with a thickness of 1.25 mm and dimensions of 53 × 32 mm.
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A balanced feed is connected to the outer loop that encloses a smaller parasitic loop and
parasitic linear element. The outer loop is resonant at 433 MHz and the inner loop is
resonant at 868 MHz with the linear element used to tune the antenna at both frequencies.
The antenna has reported gain figures of -20.9 dBi at 433 MHz and -9.19 dBi at 868 MHz
as derived from simulation. The low gain figures are expected for electrically small loop
structures whose radiation resistance are generally much smaller than their loss resistances
[24].
A large number of small-sized bio-implantable antennas are also described in the
literature including the antenna reported in [97]. This antenna is shown in Figure 3-14 and
covers both the 402-405 MHz Medical Implant Communication Services (MICS) band as
well as the 433 MHz and 2.45 GHz ISM bands. This antenna uses a Planar Inverted-F
(PIFA) topology with a slotted groundplane technique to provide closely spaced resonances
at 402 MHz and 433 MHz that are combined to provide wideband coverage from 356 to
610 MHz. Although the antenna size is extremely compact and has a wide bandwidth,
because it is embedded in lossy tissue, the antenna gain is limited.

Figure 3-14 Slotted PIFA for bio-implantable applications [97]
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Peak

Required

Gain at

Groundplane

f0 (dBi)

area (mm)

34 × 20

-3.48

700 × 700

6

37 × 20

-6.1

37 × 30

433/868

Not available

53 × 32

-20.9

Not required

356 - 610

127

19 × 19.4 × 1.27

-27.6

Not required

Antenna

f0

BW

Size

Type

(MHz)

(MHz)

(mm)

PIFA [43]

433.92

3.52

IFA [95]

433

Loop [96]
PIFA [97]

Table 3-3 Specification summary of several 433 MHz antennas in the literature

3.3

Antenna Detuning Issues for WSN Devices

When wireless devices are placed close to the human body, the electromagnetic coupling
between antenna and body can affect antenna parameters such as impedance, efficiency,
gain, radiation and polarization characteristics [18, 19]. In [10], the propagation losses of a
body implanted dipole antenna were studied using EM simulation methods for the 433
MHz, 915 MHz, 2450 MHz and 5800 MHz ISM bands. It was shown that the high
permittivity of human body tissue leads to an increase in the electrical length of the antenna
and the large conductivity of the human body results in increased antenna losses. The
change in antenna resonant frequency, or detuning effect, due to human body loading
implies a change in antenna impedance and any impedance mismatch that exists, can lead
to a reduction in radiated power. It was previously discussed in Chapter 2 that an
impedance matching circuit is generally required to match the radio transceiver impedance
to that of the antenna. The most common design approach for wireless sensor network
devices at present is the use of fixed impedance matching networks using lumped elements.
However, this design approach assumes that the antenna impedance remains constant and
does not vary due to environmental factors. This is one of the main drawbacks of current
WSN technology in terms of not having the capability to deal with varying antenna
impedance.
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One solution to the problem of antenna detuning is the use of an impedance matching
system that adaptively corrects for changes in antenna impedance. Adaptive antenna tuning
networks are extremely desirable and have been investigated by many researchers in recent
times. Cellular handset applications in particular have been the key driver for the
development of antenna tuning solutions because of performance issues associated with
user effects. The effects of the user's hand and head have been studied by researchers in
[27, 98] and it has been shown that the antenna impedance can vary considerably,
especially for small-sized antennas that are integrated within the handset. Apart from
antenna mismatch issues, the power amplifier (PA) of a cellular handset is typically
designed to operate with a fixed impedance in order to maximize PA efficiency [99] and
thereby reduce power consumption. Another key benefit of adaptive impedance matching
that is being currently being exploited for handset applications is a desirable characteristic
in which the operation frequency and bandwidth of an antenna can be adjusted
automatically. For example in a cellular handset application where the available space for
the antenna is extremely limited, a small-sized, non-resonant antenna may be brought to
resonance over a range of frequencies using a suitable matching network [100].
Reconfigurable RF front-ends for cellular handset applications have been implemented
using various types of tunable components including barium strontium titanate (BST)
technology [101], CMOS SOI [102-105] as well as micro-electro-mechanical systems
(MEMS) solutions [106-110]. The use of reconfigurable RF components poses strict
requirements in terms of small size components with low loss, large tuning range, high
linearity and low power consumption [111]. Substantial progress has been made in recent
years with the commercial availability of high-performance tunable RF elements. These
components are now in widespread use within mobile handsets to improve performance,
compensate for environmental influences, shrink antenna volumes and shorten design
cycles [112]. These types of tunable components include SOS capacitors [113, 114] as well
as tunable RF MEMs capacitors [115, 116].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3-15 CDMA antenna tuner [117], (a) Block diagram, (b) Double stub tuner

Several adaptive tuners for handset applications have been demonstrated in academic
works. In [117], a closed-loop impedance tuner is proposed for WCDMA applications at
1.95 GHz using a double-stub varactor-based tuner as shown in Figure 3-15 (a). The
double-stub varactor tuner is shown in Figure 3-15 (b). Tuner control is achieved using a
Xilinx FPGA and uses a dual-output DAC for varactor bias. A coupler is used to sample
antenna forward and reflected RF power that is then detected using ADCs as shown.
A completed design and measurement methodology for a tunable RF ImpedanceMatching network is described in [118]. This paper reports on the use of a Π-structure with
tunable components made of varactors in series with inductors for 1 GHz operation. The
matching network can provide 80 % coverage of the Smith chart but only the details of the
matching network are reported. A broadband reconfigurable RF impedance tuner is
reported in [119] using varactor diodes that provides broadband coverage from 4 to 7 GHz
for a wide range of load conditions but only the details of the RF impedance tuner are
reported. A highly-integrated, self-contained adaptive antenna tuner is reported in [120]
that enables low-loss cellular handset antenna tuning over the frequency ranges 698-960
MHz and 1710-2690 MHz. Figure 3-16 shows a block diagram of the System in Package
(SiP) tuner module that allows autonomous, closed-loop control of a MEMS tunable
capacitor. Antenna mismatch detection is achieved using a phase detector and a
microcontroller for tuning control.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3-16 Cellular antenna tuner, (a) Block diagram, (b) Tuner module [120]

Aperture tunable methods for [121, 122] are also reported that place a tunable component
on the antenna element to enable the antenna to be reconfigured. Balanced antenna
structures [123] can also be used for cases where the antenna is placed close to the human
body as they have good immunity to detuning effects [76] but tend to be large in size. The
above survey indicates that antenna tuning is currently a rapidly emerging area of research,
driven by the need for smaller, more compact cellular handset devices. High performance
RF tunable components are now commercially available but WSN applications have not yet
benefited from the use of this technology. One of the main goals of this work was to
explore how the above tuning technology could be applied to WSN devices to mitigate
detuning issues.

3.4

Wireless Reliability Issues for WSN Devices

A large number of WSN devices currently use the 2.45 GHz ISM band using the IEEE
802.15.4 standard [62, 67]. However, the availability of other license-free bands such as the
433 MHz ISM band in Europe provides potential for Quality of Service (QoS)
improvements. For example, the ability to switch from the 2.45 GHz to the 433 MHz ISM
band can provide potential such as reduced signal attenuation in biological monitoring
applications as well as reduced path loss and improved immunity to interference and
congestion. Band switching can also offer improvements in data reliability, availability, and
security when compared with existing solutions.
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There are currently a large number of multi-band antennas reported in the literature for
applications in ISM band communications, Wireless LAN, WiMax etc. The rapid growth in
wireless communication applications, especially mobile wireless applications, has increased
the need for antennas with multi-band capability in order to provide additional wireless
features in devices whose size continues to decrease. However, the available space for
multiple antennas within these devices is generally extremely limited and antennas that can
provide multi-band operation are therefore extremely attractive.
Many modern ISM-band wireless sensor devices have the requirement for small size in
applications where size and weight are critical. The requirement to switch between
frequency bands poses a number of design challenges however, because small, low-cost
antenna structures with multi-band capability are necessary. This area has been the subject
of intense research in recent years with a large number of multi-band antennas reported in
the literature. These include a dual-band, inverted-F antenna (IFA) for 433/868 MHz [66], a
printed-loop for 433/868 MHz vehicular applications [96] and a triple-band inverted-L
topology for 2.4/5.2/5.8 GHz WLAN applications [124]. Other approaches use
reconfigurable antennas where the antenna topology can be controlled electronically, for
example using active RF switches [125.]. Most passive, multi-band antennas are generally
resonant at a fundamental and a harmonic, or near harmonic, of the fundamental frequency.
Only a limited number of small sized, passive-type antennas are described in the literature
that can cover both the lower and upper extents of the ISM bands, such as dual-band
operation at 433 MHz and 2.45 GHz. A commercial antenna that covers the 440 MHz, 850
MHz, 900 MHz, 1.575 GHz, 1.8 GHz and 2.4 GHz bands is available from Abracon [126]
but is a large in size, measuring 153 × 154 × 99 mm and is designed for automotive
applications. Examples of small-sized, multi-band topologies are described in [127] [97]
[128] but are designed for bio-implantable applications. A small-sized antenna design is
reported in [129] using a capacitively loaded IFA topology and a parasitic element to
achieve dual-band operation at 930 MHz and 1.7 GHz. A conventional IFA requires a
minimum size of λ/4 and this antenna is realized in a small size of 0.109λ × 0.025λ but does
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not include a groundplane. The above highlights the potential for developing small-sized,
multi-band antennas that have the ability to cover both the lower and upper extents of the
UHF ISM bands for applications in short-range, wireless applications.

3.5

Conclusions

This chapter has shown that there is a growing trend for the development of highly
integrated WSN devices such as the Tyndall mote. The realization of extremely compact
wireless sensors is possible but antenna integration remains an issue and places a limit on
the minimum achievable size. This is especially true for wireless sensors that operate in the
433 MHz (ISM) band. There are a growing number of applications where WSN devices
have great potential. However the sensitivity of antennas to environmental effects in BSN
applications can have a considerable effect on wireless performance. It was also shown that
antenna tuning technology is rapidly emerging for cellular applications, driven by the
recent availability of high-performance tunable components. However, to date, wireless
sensors are relatively simple in design, with no capacity to deal with changing antenna
environments such as in BSN applications and an opportunity therefore exists to use the
latest tunable technology in these types of applications. Finally, most current WSN devices
operate on a single ISM band only and there is potential to improve QoS performance by
using a multi-band approach. However, this requires the development of new types of
antennas that meet the small size requirements of these applications while still maintaining
acceptable levels of antenna performance. The focus of this thesis is to develop a number of
antenna solutions that address each of the above challenges for WSN devices and several
novel antenna designs are reported that advance the state-of-the-art in the area.
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Chapter 4.
First-Generation Adaptive Antenna Tuning System
4.1

Background

This chapter presents the design of the initial adaptive antenna tuning system developed
during this research, which is referred to as the 'first-generation' system. The chapter begins
with an investigation of the effects of antenna detuning on wireless sensor performance due
to the presence of the human body, particularly the wrist. The aim is to investigate some of
the potential benefits of adaptive antenna tuning as well as identify key challenges and
requirements in implementing an automated antenna tuning solution for a wrist-wearable
antenna configuration. Effects such as antenna detuning and matching network losses as
well as wireless sensor power consumption are first determined experimentally in a
practical application. Modeling and simulation results for a reconfigurable Π-type
impedance matching network are then presented. The design of a digitally tunable capacitor
is then outlined using discrete component Silicon-On-Sapphire (SOS)-based RF switches.
As a first step towards the development of a more integrated, second-generation solution as
described in Chapter 6, a discrete-component prototype, first-generation antenna
measurement and tuning system is presented that allows the antenna S11 parameter
(magnitude) to be measured and displayed using a graphical user interface (GUI) and
implements a tuning algorithm by means of a full code search. Some of the key results of
this chapter have been published in [130, 131].
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4.2

Example of Antenna Detuning for a Wrist-Mounted Antenna

As described briefly in Chapter 3.3, when wireless devices including motes, are placed in
close proximity to the human body, the electromagnetic coupling between antenna and
body can affect antenna parameters such as impedance, efficiency, radiation and
polarization characteristics [19, 132]. This investigation focuses on the degree of antenna
impedance variation caused by the presence of the human wrist. Antenna detuning leads to
increased antenna mismatch losses that ultimately result in a decrease in power delivery to
the antenna. Without some means of adaptively tuning the antenna, the only option is to
increase the RF output power of the transmitter in order to maintain a specified radiated
power level. However, this leads to increased power consumption and reduced battery
lifetime. The addition of a tunable matching network can allow the varying antenna
impedance to be tuned adaptively. However, the design of a suitable matching network
requires accurate knowledge of the range of antenna impedances that are possible when an
antenna is positioned close to the human body. It can be difficult to obtain consistent
antenna impedance measurements in practice using real human bodies due to problems of
movement, repeatability, and traceability. Accurate phantoms that mimic the human body
are commercially available such as [133] that use a silicone-carbon-based outer structure
and a conductive inner structure to simulate human tissue over the frequency range 0.3 – 3
GHz. These phantoms are designed to evaluate the performance of wireless devices that
may be affected by the presence of the forearm and hand. One of the disadvantages with
commercial phantoms is the cost. An alternative approach is presented here in the
development and characterization of a low cost human phantom that uses a homogenous
liquid-filled solution.
4.2.1

Homogenous Phantom Arm Design and Characterization

In order to facilitate repeatable and consistent antenna impedance measurements, a low cost
human phantom arm that simulates human tissue at 433 MHz was investigated. Different
materials have been used to simulate human tissue at microwave frequencies [134, 135].
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One approach uses a sucrose (sugar) and saline solution where the ingredients are
inexpensive and readily available. These liquids can be used to mimic the dielectric
properties, particularly the relative permittivity and conductivity of human tissue over a
limited frequency range. The sucrose ingredient is used to control the permittivity of the
solution while sodium chloride is used to control the conductivity. For this study, the
proportions (by weight) of water, sucrose and sodium chloride were selected as 52.4%,
46.2% and 1.4% respectively, based on similar work at frequencies of 100 MHz to 1 GHz
reported in [136]. A hollow fiberglass mannequin shell of thickness 3 mm was selected to
contain the liquid solution and has a physical size and shape that closely resembles that of a
human arm. The AUT for this test was a commercial 50 Ω planar type that has a specified
resonant frequency of 433 MHz in free-space [91]. The antenna was mounted on a 25 x 25
mm2 printed circuit board as shown in Figure 4-1 (a). The antenna was fed via an SMA
connector and 50 Ω co-planar waveguide, printed on an FR-4 substrate [137] of thickness
1.52 mm, with a relative permittivity of 4.5 and a loss tangent of 0.02. Several ferrite-beads
[60] were also placed on the 50 Ω feed-cable in order to help suppress cable shield currents
to improve measurement accuracy as discussed in Chapter 2.3. The detuning effects of the
human wrist were first evaluated by first measuring the AUT S11 in free-space, followed by
a measurement with the antenna placed on the human wrist as shown in Figure 4-1 (b). The
measured results are shown in Figure 4-1 (c). It can be seen that with the antenna placed in
a free-space environment, the antenna was tuned to the nominal operating frequency f0 =
433 MHz with a corresponding measured value of S11 close to -30 dB. However, when the
antenna was then placed on the human wrist, the resonant frequency decreased to a value of
363 MHz with a measured S11 of close to 0 dB at f0, representing a large impedance
mismatch condition.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4-1 (a) 433 MHz AUT, (b) AUT on human wrist , (c) Measured S11

The phantom test case was measured using the test setup of Figure 4-2. The test antenna
was then placed on the human arm but in this case, a 3 mm Plexiglass insulator was used to
model the phantom arm shell thickness and prevent contact with the back side of the
antenna. Without the insulator present, placing the antenna in direct skin contact results in
an effective short-circuit at the antenna terminals due to the high conductivity of the skin
tissue. In practice, this property of the skin is not easily simulated for physical human
phantoms [138] and for the following measurements, the skin properties are not considered.
However, in Chapter 5, these effects are considered using a heterogeneous human phantom
model. The impedance and reactance of the test antenna were then measured on both the
phantom and human wrists and the measured results are shown in Figure 4-3.
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Figure 4-2 Phantom measurement setup

(a)

(b)
Figure 4-3 Measured antenna characteristics for human and phantom test cases:
(a) Antenna impedance, (b) Antenna reactance
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It can be seen in Figure 4-3 (b) that the measured antenna resistance and reactance for the
human and phantom wrists agree at frequencies close to the nominal antenna resonant
frequency of 433 MHz, denoted f0. Note that two resonances (A and B) were observed in
the antenna resistance and reactance graphs occurring at frequencies of approximately 370
MHz and 490 MHz. The antenna impedance at these frequencies is much greater than the
system characteristic impedance of 50 Ω and therefore the resonant effects are not reflected
in the S11 measurements. Figure 4-4 compares the measured antenna S11 for the human and
phantom cases. There is a shift in frequency between the two cases but the difference is less
than 5 MHz. Exact agreement between the two test cases is not expected since the
simulation model and physical test setup using the homogenous phantom are not
anatomically identical.

Figure 4-4 Comparing measured AUT S11 characteristics on human and phantom
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Antenna detuning for varying distance to phantom arm

4.2.2

The objective of the following investigation was to determine the impedance variation of a
commercial test antenna placed in varying proximity to the phantom wrist. The AUT for
this test case is shown in Figure 4-5 (a) and is the same, small-sized, commercial antenna
[91] as described previously. In this case, the antenna was placed on a 45 mm circular PCB
to allow the antenna to be evaluated in different shaped PCB configurations for related
project work [75]. The goal here was to investigate how a different shaped PCB and
substrate would affect detuning. The PCB was implemented using low-loss, 1.6 mm
RO4003C substrate [139] with εR = 3.35 and loss tangent of 0.0027. The antenna was fed
via a 50 Ω microstrip trace with a groundplane placed on the bottom side of the PCB as
shown. The reference port location for the S11 measurements is designated Port 1 in Figure
4-5 (b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4-5 (a) 433 MHz AUT, (b) AUT placed on phantom arm

Figure 4-6 AUT to phantom distance d using foam insulating material
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For subsequent measurements, the distance d between the antenna and phantom arm was
varied in 5 mm steps using foam spacers as shown in Figure 4-6. This material was first
verified to have no measurable effect on the measured antenna impedance. The antenna S11
characteristics were then measured using a Rohde & Schwarz ZVRE vector network
analyzer [47] and the mismatch loss for each case was also determined using equation
(2.10). Figure 4-7 presents the measured S11 and calculated mismatch loss of the antenna,
specified at the design centre frequency f0 = 433 MHz for varying distance d. For the case
where d = 0 mm (antenna touching phantom surface), the antenna impedance was measured
as ZA = 45 + j 115 Ω. This antenna impedance corresponds to a load VSWR of
approximately 7.8:1. It can also be observed that there is a significant mismatch loss of
approximately 4 dB approximately due to impedance mismatch effects. For distances of 20
mm or more, the S11 magnitude does not vary significantly and is within 5 % of its freespace value.

Figure 4-7 Measured antenna S11 and mismatch loss for varying distance d
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Figure 4-8 Measured S11 (magnitude and phase) versus distance d at f0

Figure 4-8 shows the magnitude and phase of S11 versus distance d with the measured
antenna impedance exhibiting an inductive reactance for values of d ≤ 12 mm
approximately and then becomes capacitive for d > 12 mm.
4.2.3

Matching network implementation

In this section, the goal is to investigate the performance improvements possible when an
impedance matching circuit is used to correct the impedance mismatch of the detuned
antenna using a manually tunable, discrete component antenna matching network. A lowpass, Π-type matching topology was chosen as it is widely used in narrow-band wireless
sensor applications due to its harmonic rejection capability and wide matching range [140].
Unlike the L-type network where the loaded quality factor Q is determined by the required
impedance transformation ratio, the additional tuning component provides an extra degree
of freedom in choosing a value of Q as described in Chapter 2.
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Figure 4-9 Π-type matching circuit connected to VNA

Figure 4-9 shows a schematic of the matching network connected between the detuned
antenna and the 50 Ω source impedance of the VNA [47]. The Π-type matching network is
composed of three reactive elements: a source-side shunt variable capacitance CS, a series
inductor L, and a load-side shunt capacitance CL. For this case, the load or antenna
impedance was specified as the measured value of ZA = 45 + j 115 Ω for the case where the
antenna is placed directly on the surface of the phantom wrist (d = 0 mm). The required
values of L, CS and CL were determined in simulation using the iMatch filter and matching
network tool [141] that is integrated within the AWR Microwave Office Suite [41]. The
source impedance was specified as Z0 = 50 Ω with a network Q of 10 and a centre
frequency f0 = 433 MHz with the required component values determined as CS = 27.4 pF,
CL = 13.6 pF and L = 16.9 nH.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4-10 (a) Manual tuner, (b) Offset board
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For test purposes, a manually tunable matching network was implemented as shown in
Figure 4-10 (a). Variable capacitors [142] ranging from 6 to 80 pF were used for CS and CL
to enable fine-tuning of the network. This was necessary to compensate for the effects of
losses in the lumped elements as well as the effects of the finite length CPW traces that lead
to slightly different component values to those calculated earlier. For inductor L, the nearest
available value of 17 nH was chosen, using a high-Q inductor (QL = 50) 0603WL170JT
from American Technical Ceramics [143]. The tunable matching network was then
implemented on a 1.6 mm FR-4 substrate of size 33 mm × 42 mm with εR = 4.5 and loss
tangent of 0.02 [137] using 50 Ω grounded co-planar waveguide (GCPW) lines as shown in
Figure 4-10 (a). In order to test the antenna on the phantom arm without a matching
network present, an offset board was used to connect the antenna directly to the VNA
during measurements. The offset board is shown in Figure 4-10 (b) and the CPW used has
identical electrical properties and physical dimensions as the matching circuit and provides
identical placement of the VNA reference for measurements.
A close-up of the measurement configuration for the two test cases A and B is illustrated
in Figure 4-11. In Case A (unmatched), the offset board is present and in Case B (matched)
the manual tuner is used. The VNA reference plane at the end of the feed cable is shown as
port P1 in both cases. Figure 4-12 shows the measured antenna S11 parameters for both
cases. It can be seen that without matching, the antenna has a measured S11_U (unmatched)
of approximately -2.2 dB and is also resonant at a frequency lower than f0 = 433 MHz.
When the matching circuit is added and tuned, the antenna is made resonant at f0 and the
measured S11_M (matched) = -28 dB approximately, i.e. an improvement of 26 dB.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4-11 Photograph of test setup (a) Unmatched, (b) Matched
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Figure 4-12 Measured antenna S11 in matched and unmatched cases

It can also be seen from Figure 4-12 that two resonances are present for the case where the
matching circuit is included. This extra resonance is caused by the addition of the matching
network and the reason for the observed effects is discussed in detail in Section 6.4.
Having measured the antenna S11 with and without the matching network present, the
values of the reflection coefficient magnitudes │ΓM│ (matched) and │ΓU│ (unmatched) are
calculated for both cases as
│ = 10

_

⁄

= 0.78

(4.1)

│ │ = 10

_

⁄

= 0.04

(4.2)

│
and
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The resulting mismatch losses for the matched case MLM and the unmatched case denoted
MLM are then calculated using (2.10), leading to the following values
(dB) = 10log

1− │ │

= 4 dB

(4.3)

(dB) = 10log

1− │

= 0.01 dB

(4.4)

│

The estimated improvement in power delivery to the antenna, with the matching circuit
included, denoted PCALC is therefore
(dB) =

−

≈ 4 dB.

(4.5)

Equation (4.5) shows that in theory, the addition of the matching circuit results in a 4 dB
reduction in mismatch loss. However, it is important to point out that PCALC accounts solely
for losses due to antenna impedance mismatch and does not include any inherent losses in
the matching network itself.
4.2.4

Antenna detuning effects on wireless sensor performance

This section investigates the effects of antenna detuning caused by the human body based
on physical testing of a wireless sensor device in a wearable scenario. The platform used
for this work is the 433 MHz mote [23] as shown in Figure 4-13.

Figure 4-13 433 MHz WSN mote
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The following tests were performed for three different configurations of the transmitting
wireless sensor antenna as illustrated in Figure 4-14. In the first case shown in Figure 4-14
(a), the transmit (Tx) antenna was placed in free-space and the received power (denoted
PRX) was measured with a remote receiving antenna connected to a Rohde & Schwarz ®
FSUP Signal Source Analyzer [144]. This test was conducted in order to provide a freespace reference to compare with subsequent measurements.
In the second case shown in Figure 4-14 (b), the Tx antenna was placed on the phantom
wrist, with no impedance matching. Finally, in the third case as shown in Figure 4-14 (c),
the Tx antenna was placed on the phantom wrist and the discrete-component matching
circuit (pre-tuned) was connected between the transmitter and the antenna. The lab setup is
shown in Figure 4-13 (d). The FSUP analyzer shown in the foreground was used to monitor
received power PRX at a distance of approximately 2.5 m from the transmitting mote using
a 433 MHz quarter-wave antenna. During these measurements, the battery powered
wireless mote was programmed to output an un-modulated carrier with a frequency f0 = 433
MHz at a power level of +10 dBm as measured into a 50 Ω load using the FSUP analyzer.
This power level was used to maximize the receive power at the receiving end in order to
increase the repeatability of these, and subsequent measurements in a non-ideal (nonanechoic) laboratory environment, the average of a series of ten measurements of PRX was
calculated for each test case.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 4-14 Test cases (a) Free-Space, (b) No match, (c) Manual tuner, (d) Test setup
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The measured results are shown in Figure 4-15. On this graph, the left-hand y-axis is used
to indicate received power and mote supply current while a 'pseudo-x-axis' is used to
indicate the three measurement conditions. When the antenna was placed in free-space, the
average received power PRX was measured as -49.42 dBm. When the antenna was then
placed on the phantom wrist with no matching network, a significant decrease of over 10
dB was observed in the value of PRX. This reduction in received power is attributed to a
combination of antenna impedance mismatch and losses associated with RF absorption and
polarization effects caused by the phantom [17-18].

Figure 4-15 Measured PRX and ISUPPLY for the three configurations of TX antenna

Finally, when the discrete component matching network was connected, the value of PRX
increased by 2.7 dB compared to the unmatched case. The results show that the measured
increase in received power denoted PMEAS was less than the calculated value PCALC from
equation (4.5) where an ideal (lossless) matching network was assumed. In reality, the
discrete component matching network exhibits a loss denoted PLOSS of
(dB) =

−

≈ 4 dB − 2.7 dB ≈ 1.3 dB.
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The supply current of the mote denoted ISUPPLY was also measured for the three test cases.
Note that for these measurements, ISUPPLY is the total current for the entire mote rather than
just the radio transceiver itself and it is the relative changes in ISUPPLY that are of interest as
the only changing parameter is the antenna loading. It is important to note that
microcontroller activity does not contribute to changes in ISUPPLY during these
measurements. Figure 4-15 shows that when the antenna is placed on the phantom arm in
the unmatched case, the wireless sensor consumes maximum current coinciding with a
minimum value of PRX. Then, when the matching network is added, the value of ISUPPLY is
reduced by 0.4 mA with a 2.7 dB measured increase in PRX compared to the unmatched
case.
4.2.5

Radio transceiver current consumption versus transmit power

The current consumption of the wireless mote was also measured for varying transmitter
PA output power and the results are shown in Figure 4-16. The results show that as the Tx
power is increased, there is a substantial increase in the mote DC supply current, especially
for high output power settings. For example, increasing the transmit power by 4 dB, from
+6 dBm to +10 dBm, requires an additional 12.54 mA of supply current. In practice, many
wireless sensor applications operate the radio near maximum transmit power in order to
maximize range, link quality and throughput but there is a substantial increase in the
resulting current consumption and this is an important consideration for low-power wireless
sensor devices. These results show an important potential benefit of antenna matching for
wireless sensors in terms of power consumption. The use of antenna tuning has been shown
to enable a reduction in the losses associated with antenna mismatch. This decrease in
antenna mismatch loss creates the potential to reduce the PA output power of the mote
leading to decreased DC power consumption and increased battery life which is one of the
key goals for WSN development at the present time.
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Figure 4-16 Measured Tx mote current consumption versus transmit power
(Under a 50 Ω Load condition)
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4.3

Antenna Tuner System Design

This section discusses the design of a first-generation antenna tuner system that
incorporates antenna S11 parameter measurement. The motivation was to develop and
characterize a discrete component antenna tuning system to achieve the best possible power
delivery to the antenna and this design also serves as the basis for a more integrated
solution that is described in Chapter 6. A block diagram of the system is shown in Figure
4-17. The radio transceiver (in this case the wireless sensor mote) is used as the source of
RF power. During antenna measurements or tuning operations, the transceiver provides an
un-modulated RF output at a frequency of 433 MHz and a power level of +10 dBm. As
discussed in Chapter 3.3, a popular method to measure the degree of power reflection from
an antenna is the use of a reflectometer or directional coupler and the same method is used
here. In this case, the transceiver output drives the input port of a commercial ZFBDC2062H bi-directional coupler from Mini-Circuits [145]. The chosen coupler for this
application has a bandwidth of 10 to 600 MHz, a low insertion loss of 0.3 dB at 433 MHz
with coupling and directivity figures of 20 dB and 25 dB respectively and a maximum
voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) of 1.05:1. The directional coupler is the main
component that determines both the frequency range of the system and the minimum value
of S11 that can be measured. For this work a 433 MHz coupler was chosen but the same
principle can be use for higher frequencies by utilizing a higher frequency coupler. The
output port of the coupler (denoted P1) in Figure 4-17 is connected to the input of the
reconfigurable tuning circuit or can also be directly connected to an antenna for direct
measurement of antenna S11 without any matching network.
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Figure 4-17 Block diagram of antenna tuner system
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The coupler provides a sample of the coupled forward power PFWD as well as the coupled
reflected power PREF from P1. The coupled forward and reflected powers are then measured
using two commercial ZX47-55 RF power detectors from Mini-Circuits [146]. These
detectors have a wide bandwidth of 10 MHz to 8 GHz, with a dynamic range of -55 dBm to
+20 dBm with a maximum VSWR of 1.05:1. The power detector outputs are then digitized
by the system controller using two, on-chip, 10-bit analog to digital converters (ADC). The
system controller is implemented using a low-power, high-performance, 8-bit RISC based
AtMega128L microcontroller from Atmel [86]. During initial calibration, the power
detector outputs are pre-calibrated from physical measurements to generate lookup table
(LUT) values to allow the values of PFWD and PREF to be determined.
The test setup for characterization of the RF power detectors is shown in Figure 4-18.
RF input power was applied to each of the power detectors individually using a Rohde &
Schwarz SML-03 [147] signal generator (A) and a 50 Ω coaxial cable (B) as shown. The
output voltage (C) of the power detectors (D) was measured using the 10-bit ADCs for
VFWD and VREF for RF input power levels varying from -60 dBm to +10 dBm as measured
using a Rohde & Schwarz FSUP Signal Source analyzer [144]. The measured responses of
the two power detectors are shown in Figure 4-19. The negative slope of these detectors
shows that the detector output voltage decreases for increasing RF input power. The
measured data was then used to generate LUT values for RF power versus measured
voltage and this data was then stored in firmware on the system controller (E). The LUT
was then used in firmware to compute values for PFWD and PREF in the final system. Once
the values of PFWD and PREF are known, the magnitude of the reflection coefficient │ΓL│at
P1 is then calculated using (2.9). Other measurement parameters of interest such as VSWR
and Mismatch Loss can then be readily derived and knowledge of │ΓL│enables the tuning
algorithm to determine when the matching network has been adjusted for minimum
reflection.
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Figure 4-18 Test setup for RF power detector characterization

Figure 4-19 Measured power detector response
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4.4

Prototype and Measured Results

A photograph of the prototype antenna tuner system is shown in Figure 4-20. The system
controller interfaces with the tuner module and other system components as shown and
performs S11 measurements and tuning control as well as data transfer to a PC for display
and analysis.

Figure 4-20 Photograph of antenna tuner system
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In order to test the accuracy of the measurement system, the load VSWR (at Port P1) was
swept from a value of 1:1 to 10:1 using a Maury model 1878G triple-stub tuner [148] that
was connected to P1 in Figure 4-20 instead of the tuner module and antenna. For each value
of load VSWR, the S11 parameter was measured using the prototype system denoted |S11A|
followed by a calibrated VNA measurement denoted |S11B| on the same triple-stub tuner.
All measurements were performed at a frequency of 433 MHz and Table 4-1 tabulates the
results. The prototype S11 measurements agree with the VNA measurements to within 0.3
dB or less across a wide range of load VSWR values. However, for values of VSWR close
to 1:1, the measurement error increased significantly and is attributed to the finite
directivity of the bi-directional coupler or 25 dB in this case.

Prototype

VNA

Error

Load VSWR

|S11A| (dB)

|S11B| (dB)

|S11B| - |S11A| (dB)

1:1

-33.01

-30.26

2.75

1.5:1

-14.01

-14.11

-0.10

2:1

-9.08

-9.27

-0.19

4:1

-4.54

-4.38

0.16

6:1

-3.03

-2.85

0.18

8:1

-2.43

-2.16

0.27

10:1

-1.99

-1.73

0.26

Table 4-1 S11 accuracy measurements for the antenna tuner system
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4.5

Design of Tuner Module

This section describes the design of the Π-type antenna tuner module used in the prototype
system. The matching network is realized using an array of binary-weighted, switched
capacitances. The use of CMOS Silicon-On-Sapphire (SOS) PE4210 RF switches [149] is
investigated as a means of implementing a digitally controllable capacitor bank in order to
realize a reconfigurable antenna tuner. Unlike tuners implemented using discrete
components such as PIN diodes [150] or Varactor diodes [100] that require additional
mixed-signal circuitry and increased DC power consumption, these devices require very
little DC power which is desirable for WSN applications. The RF switches that were used
for this application are PE4210, SOS single-pole-double-throw (SPDT) based discrete
devices that operate from DC to 3 GHz [149]. These components were chosen primarily
due to their low insertion loss, high isolation and linearity. In addition, these devices have
extremely low power consumption and require a DC supply current of less than 0.001 mA
which is a key advantage for low power wireless sensor applications.
Figure 4-21 shows a simplified schematic of the reconfigurable, Π-type matching
network which is placed between the source impedance ZS and the antenna impedance ZA.
In this case, capacitors CS and CL in Figure 4-21 provide the tuning capability and a high-Q
inductor (QL = 50) 0603WL170JT from American Technical Ceramics [143] was chosen. A
more detailed view of the source-side tunable capacitance CS is also shown and was
implemented using four, discrete RF switches, SW0 to SW3, and four binary-weighted
capacitances, CS0 to 8CS0 as shown that are discussed in more detail later in this section.
The SPDT switch enables the common pin (RFC) to be switched between either of the two
other pins (RF1 or RF2). The 4-bit implementation provides a total of N = 24 = 16
individual tuning combinations for each capacitance CS and CL, or 256 combinations in
total for the two capacitances.
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Figure 4-21 Simplified tuner schematic and details of tunable capacitor implementation

In Figure 4-21, the switches are shown as idealized, lossless elements with no switch or
package parasitics but, in reality, there are a number of parasitics associated with the
device. A functional model of the PE4210 switch is shown in Figure 4-22 (a). The RFC
pin connects to either RF1 or RF2 depending on the logic state of the CTRL signal (1 = H,
0 = L). With CTRL = 1, denoted the ON-state as shown in Figure 4-22 (b), the RFC pin is
connected to the RF1 pin. The RF1 pin is in turn, connected to an external capacitor CEXT,
representing a binary weighted capacitance. The RF2 pin is not connected externally.
Resistor RON denotes the parasitic resistance of the switch in the ON-state and LP denotes
the bond-wire inductance associated with each of the three RF pins internal to the 8-lead
MSOP package [149].
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4-22 RF switch (a) Functional view, (b) ON-parasitics, (c) OFF-parasitics

In the opposite switch state when CTRL = 0, denoted the OFF-state as shown in Figure
4-22 (c), the RFC pin now connects to the RF2 pin. Capacitance COFF is used to denote the
total capacitance that arises internal to the device (CINT) in addition to the external package
capacitance associated with the RF2 pin, CPIN, and the capacitance of the surface mount
PCB pad for this pin. Device parameters LP, RON and COFF were measured using the test
fixture shown in Figure 4-23. The PCB was implemented on an FR-4 substrate of thickness
tSUB = 1.6 mm with εR = 4.5 and tanδ = 0.02 [137] and a 4-layer stackup with details in
[151]. A short-open-load (SOL) calibration structure was designed to allow a 1-port VNA
measurement to be made directly at the RFC pin of the PE4210 RF switch. The RF1 pin
was short-circuited to VSS to enable RON and the total package inductance of 2LP to be
measured with CTRL = 1. The RF2 pin was left disconnected to allow the off-capacitance
of the switch COFF to be measured with CTRL = 0. A DC supply voltage of VDD = 3.0 V
was applied to the device during the measurements and is the same voltage as the regulated
supply on the tuner system. A SOL calibration was first performed from DC to 500 MHz
using the calibration structures shown.
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Figure 4-23 Test fixture to measure RF switch parasitics

A 1-port S-Parameter measurement was then performed for both the ON and OFF states
using a Model ZVRE Rohde and Schwarz VNA [47] that was connected to port P1 using a
50 Ω coaxial cable. The resulting S-parameter measurements are de-embedded to the RFC
pin of the RF switch. The measured results are shown in Figure 4-24 where the frequency
was swept from 9 kHz to 500 MHz and the measured impedance profiles for the ON
(green) and OFF (red) cases are shown. The corresponding values of RON and LP were
determined from the measured impedance value at 433 MHz in the ON state. Similarly, the
value of COFF was extracted from the measured impedance in the OFF-state also measured
at 433 MHz. The final values for the extracted parameters are listed in Table 4-2.
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Figure 4-24 Measured S11 of RF switch in ON and OFF states

Parameter

Extracted switch parasitics (433 MHz)

Unit

RON

4.4

Ω

COFF

1.9

pF

LP

2.1

nH

Table 4-2 Summary of PE4210 RF switch parasitics
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Figure 4-25 Simulation model for the 4-bit tunable capacitor CS

A circuit model was created in ADS [44] to simulate a 4-bit tunable capacitor as shown in
Figure 4-25. The four switches are modelled using the sub-circuits SW0 to SW3. These subcircuits model the RF switch in both the ON and OFF-states defined in Figure 4-22 (b) and
(c) along with the parasitic values of Table 4-2. During simulation, the four switch CTRL
inputs are driven by a 4-bit control word or counter to provide 16 different switch states (0
to 15) as shown. Four binary-weighted capacitances CS0 to CS3 are shown connected to the
RF1 pins for SW0 to SW3. These values were determined iteratively in simulation to yield a
linearized variable capacitance as a function of the switch states at a frequency of 433 MHz
and are listed in Table 4-3. Note that if the parasitic capacitances were all zero, this would
lead to an ideal binary-weighted set of capacitance values.
Model capacitance parameter

Value (pF)

CS0

1.0

CS1

2.0

CS2

3.9

CS3

6.3

Table 4-3 Simulated capacitance values for CS0 to CS3
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Figure 4-26 Simulated capacitance CS versus control word

The simulated capacitance CS is shown in Figure 4-26. The tunable capacitor produces a
linear response that varies from CMIN = 8.1 pF in state 0 to CMAX = 26.1 pF in state 15, i.e. a
tunable range of 18 pF. It is also observed that CMIN is approximately 4COFF. The value of
COFF sets an important lower limit for the minimum capacitance that can be achieved using
the 4-switch design. In order to validate the design, a tuner module was designed to allow
the value of CS to be measured as well as implementing a Π-type antenna tuner. A
schematic of the tuner module is shown Figure 4-27 (a). A source capacitance CS of 27.4
pF is required to match the detuned antenna impedance. The maximum achievable
capacitance of the 4-bit capacitor was limited to 26 pF approximately, therefore an extra
fixed capacitance CS4 = 10 pF was added to the source-side to set the mid-scale value of CS
to approximately 27 pF and enabling a relative tuning range of +/- 9 pF about the mid-scale
value.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4-27 Prototype tuner, (a) Schematic, (b) Prototype

The tuner module PCB was implemented on the same panel as the SOL test fixture PCB
and has identical material [137] and stackup properties [151]. A schematic of the tuner is
shown in Figure 4-27 (a) and a photograph of the prototype is shown in Figure 4-27 (b).
The associated tuning component values for the prototype tuner module are listed in Table
4-4.
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Component

Value

Unit

Manufacturer

Part Number

Reference

CS0, CL0

1.0

pF

ATC Ceramics

600L1R0JT

[152]

CS1, CL1

2.0

pF

ATC Ceramics

600L2R0JT

[152]

CS2, CL2

3.9

pF

ATC Ceramics

600L3R9JT

[152]

CS3, CL3

6.3

pF

ATC Ceramics

600L6R3JT

[152]

CS4

10

pF

ATC Ceramics

600L200JT

[152]

L1

17

nH

ATC Ceramics

0603WL170JT

[143]

Table 4-4 Prototype tuner component values

4.5.1

Tuner Module Capacitance Measurements

Figure 4-28 shows the measured and simulated values of CS for the 4-bit tunable capacitor.
Note that a 1-port SOL (Short-Open-Load) calibration at 433 MHz was performed as
described earlier. For this measurement, inductor L1 and capacitor CS4 were removed from
the circuit such that the only contribution to the measured capacitance is due to CS0 to CS3.
It can be seen in Figure 4-28 that the measured and simulated capacitance has a linear
response from states 0 to 7 but a deviation is observed for states 8 to 15. This effect is
caused by a small mismatch in the total on-capacitance for the least-significant three bits of
CS compared to the on-capacitance of most-significant bit. In this case, a standard
component value of 6.3 pF was used for the most-significant bit CS3 but the response can
be further linearized from states 8 to 15 by further fine-tuning the values of CS0 - CS3. It
can also be observed that the measured capacitance CS ranges from a value of CMIN = 7.65
pF to a value of CMAX = 27.6 pF, measured at 433 MHz.
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Figure 4-28 Comparing measured and simulated 4-bit capacitance CS

The programmable capacitance CL is implemented in the same manner as CS and uses the
same components and layout and is thus expected to show the same performance
characteristics as CS but in this case, a fixed capacitance is not required.

4.6

Tuning Algorithm

The system controller is used to implement a tuning algorithm as illustrated in Figure 4-29.
The system controller interfaces with the tuner module via the 8-bit TUNE_CTRL register
that simultaneously writes 4-bit switch control words to capacitor arrays CS and CL. During
a tuning command, the algorithm performs a sequential search for values of CS and CL that
minimize the measured antenna S11 value. The tuning algorithm first assumes a worst case
reflection coefficient for the antenna or │ΓMAX│= 1. Since the number of discrete
capacitances nc = 8, a sequential search of N = 2nc = 256 states is performed.
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Figure 4-29 Flow chart of the antenna tuning algorithm
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For each state, the current value N is written to the capacitor bank via register
TUNE_CTRL_REG to select the desired capacitor combinations. The power detector
outputs are then read and the lookup tables are used to determine the values of PFWD and
PREF from which the value of │ΓN│is determined. The algorithm sequentially searches all
256 states to determine the optimal state NOPT that minimizes │ΓN│. At the end of the
tuning process, the optimum state TUNE_CTRL_REG is then written to the capacitor bank.
Other types of tuning algorithm may be easily implemented by modifying the embedded
code within the microcontroller.
4.6.1

Graphical User Interface

Control and monitoring of the tuner is achieved using the Graphical User Interface (GUI)
shown in Figure 4-30 and is implemented in Labview® [53]. The GUI displays real-time
parameters such as measured coupler power levels, antenna VSWR, reflection coefficient
magnitude and mismatch loss by communicating directly with the microcontroller using the
PC serial interface. Figure 4-30 shows the case where a finger is placed on the antenna to
detune it and the tuning algorithm is then executed.
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Figure 4-30 Screenshot of the antenna tuner GUI

When the tuning algorithm is executed, the antenna tuning process can be observed in realtime directly from the hardware by monitoring the VREF signal and an oscilloscope trace of
the tuning process is shown in Figure 4-31. It can be seen that prior to tuning the antenna
(Point A), VREF is at a minimum, denoting maximum reflected power PREF from the input of
the tuner. Once initiated, the tuning algorithm sequentially monitors the VREF signal for all
256 switch combinations. The maximum value of VREF, corresponding to minimum
reflected power from the antenna, occurs after a time of approximately 150 ms. When the
search sequence is completed at Point B, the tuning algorithm sets the tuner state for
minimum reflected power using the previously determined optimal codeword
corresponding to the capacitor combination giving minimum reflected power. The
maximum current consumption for the tuner module is extremely low and was measured at
0.025 mA DC while the tuning algorithm was being executed.
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Figure 4-31 Oscilloscope measurement of VREF signal during tuning

The DC current consumption of the individual functional modules was measured during
execution of the tuning algorithm and the results are tabulated in Table 4-5. The two RF
power detectors consume a total DC current of approximately 130 mA. The power
detectors employed in this case are high-performance devices that allow accurate power
detection over a large dynamic range of 70 dB with an 8 GHz bandwidth [146]. It is
therefore possible that the most dramatic current saving can be made by the choice of lower
power detectors and this possibility is investigated in Chapter 6. The radio transceiver (in
Tx mode) consumes approximately 31 mA DC and the system controller has a peak current
of approximately 20 mA while executing the tuning algorithm. This power consumption is
mainly attributed to microcontroller activity during execution of the tuning algorithm
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including data acquisition (256 ADC samples of RF forward and reflected power at fCPU = 8
MHz), as well as data logging to the PC and LED driver activity.
Device

Peak DC Current (mA)

RF Power Detectors

127.6

Radio XCVR (TX mode, PTX = +10 dBm)

31.3

System Controller (during tuning)

19.8

Tuner Module (during tuning)

0.0025

Table 4-5 DC current consumption for individual tuner system blocks

The measured antenna S11 and transducer gain GT are shown in Figure 4-32. When a finger
is first placed on the antenna to deliberately detune it and the tuning algorithm is then
executed, it can be observed that the tuning system correctly tunes the antenna for
minimum S11 at a frequency of fS11_MIN = 433 MHz with S11 ≈ -23 dB at fS11_MIN.

Figure 4-32 Measured S11 and GT of the tuner module

The transducer gain GT is also shown in Figure 4-32 with a measured value of 4.9 dB at
433 MHz after tuning. This value of GT represents a significant loss. It can also be observed
that maximum power is delivered to the load at a frequency less than fS11_MIN.
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In this case, a difference in ∆GT of approximately 0.8 dB is observed at these two
frequencies. A detailed analysis revealed that approximately 4 dB losses were attributed to
the switches. It was also determined that the inductor contributes to the remaining losses of
0.9 dB. A second-generation tuner design is described in Chapter 6 that addresses the above
issues by taking advantage of low-loss, high performance tunable components that have
since become available.

4.7

Conclusions

This chapter first investigated the effects of antenna detuning caused by the presence of the
human wrist on the performance of various commercial 433 MHz antennas. It was shown
that antenna detuning in the presence of the human body is a significant challenge and can
lead to a substantial loss in power delivered to the antenna or up to 4 dB for the AUT case
considered. A number of potential benefits of using antenna tuning for BSN applications
was then investigated. It was first shown, using a 433 MHz mote, that manual antenna
tuning led to additional 2.7 dB of power being delivered to the antenna when compared to
the unmatched case as well as a reduction of 0.4 mA in supply current. A fully automated,
first-generation antenna tuning system for 433 MHz BSN applications was then
demonstrated. A number of performance issues associated with RF switch and inductor
losses were also highlighted as well as the requirement for higher performance tunable and
fixed components. These issues are addressed in Chapter 6 with significant performance
improvements demonstrated. Some of the key results of this chapter have been published in
[130, 131].
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Chapter 5. 433 MHz Antenna Design and Characterization
5.1

Background

This chapter presents a compact, low-cost, custom 433 MHz antenna as an alternative to
commercial antenna solutions. As outlined in Chapter 3, the main limitations of commercial
antennas relate to integration and performance issues as well as cost. Integration issues
include the need for a specific target PCB design in order that the antenna meet the
manufacturer's performance figures relating to the gain, bandwidth and radiation
characteristics of the antenna. Even though a large number of commercial antennas may
have a small physical size, their performance in the target application depends to a large
degree on factors such as PCB size, groundplane size, PCB materials and the effects of
nearby components. In practice, if the recommended groundplane size and other
requirements of the manufacturer are not met, this may lead to sub-optimal performance of
the antenna in the target application. A number of candidate antenna topologies reported in
the literature were reviewed in Chapter 3 in terms of their suitability for 433 MHz BSN
applications. However, it was determined that the reported solutions did not meet the
specific requirements of the Tyndall mote. In particular, for the intended application, size
considerations were paramount and required the development of a custom antenna design.
In the following section, a compact, planar antenna operating at 433 MHz is proposed.
This antenna has dimensions of 51 × 28 mm including the groundplane and is printed on
low-cost FR4 material. Significant size reduction is achieved using a variation of an
inverted-F (IFA) configuration with a square-spiral section and rectangular patch element.
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Fine-tuning of the antenna’s resonant frequency is also investigated using a small
capacitive stub. Sensor and radio transceiver electronics can be accommodated above the
groundplane. This antenna was then used as a test case for more detailed analysis of
antenna detuning behaviour in proximity to the entire human body rather than just the wrist
as in Chapter 4. In addition, an equivalent circuit model of the antenna was developed to
allow fast computation of total antenna impedance variation across eleven different body
positions. The measured data from this analysis provided key information for the design of
a tunable 433 MHz antenna that is described in Chapter 6. The antenna design outlined in
this chapter was published in [153].

5.2

Antenna Design

The configuration of the proposed antenna is shown in Figure 5-1 and is printed on 1 Oz,
double-sided FR-4 substrate of thickness tSUB = 1.6 mm with εR = 4.5 and tanδ = 0.02
[137].

Figure 5-1 Outline of 433 MHz Antenna Topology
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Figure 5-2 Effects of spiral element length LAB on antenna resonant frequency

The antenna PCB has a size of LSUB (51 mm) × WSUB (27.4 mm) and is designed to be
compatible with a low cost FR-4 manufacturing process with soldermask layers on the top
and bottom sides with tSM = 0.1 mm, εR = 4.0 and tanδ = 0.02 [154]. The antenna is excited
at port P1 using a 50 Ω microstrip of length LSUB/2 that is referenced to the groundplane on
the bottom layer. The starting point for the design was the structure shown in Figure 5-2
and was analyzed using HFSS [42]. The length and width of the groundplane were chosen
to be compatible with the Tyndall mote with dimensions of LSUB/2 = 25.5 mm and WSUB =
27.4 mm and were maintained at a constant value throughout with all other parameters for
the configuration shown listed in Table 5-1 at the end of this section. A square spiral
structure of total length LAB, width W1 = 1.5 mm and a track separation D1 = 0.9 mm was
initially specified as shown in Figure 5-2. The length LAB was increased until the resonant
frequency decreased to less than 500 MHz. In the configuration shown, the antenna was
resonant at a frequency of approximately 475 MHz and the impedance matching is not
optimal in this case with a simulated -10 dB S11 value of only -4 dB at 475 MHz.
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To further reduce the resonant frequency, a capacitive loading method was investigated. A
rectangular patch element of area LC × WC was next introduced as shown in Figure 5-3. The
effects of varying LC and WC were studied in simulation and the results showed that
increasing either of these two parameters led to a large decrease in the resonant frequency.
In order to examine the effect of maximizing the patch area, patch dimensions of LC =
16.56 mm and WC = 12.62 mm were specified to maximize the area of the patch within the
spiral section and maintain the trace separation values listed in Table 5-1. The simulated
results of Figure 5-3 show that adding the patch element leads to a large decrease in
resonant frequency from 475 MHz to approximately 432 MHz as shown. It can also be
observed that the impedance matching at the resonant frequency is not affected
significantly by the introduction of the patch element.

Figure 5-3 Effects of spiral and patch element on resonant frequency
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Figure 5-4 Effects of inductive length parameter LL

In order to improve the impedance matching of the antenna, a shunt inductive element,
similar to an IFA configuration, was added in order to counteract the combined capacitive
reactance of the spiral and patch elements [155]. This configuration is shown in Figure 5-4.
The inductive element has a length LL, a width WL and was placed with a spacing of D3
from the spiral element and was connected to the ground plane on the bottom layer using a
plated through-hole (PTH) via of diameter 0.3 mm. The VIA also moves with distance D3
or along the x-axis. The value of D3 was specified at 3.2 mm with WL = 0.4 mm and all
previous parameters unchanged. The simulated S11 shows that parameter LL enables the
input impedance of the antenna to be transformed to a value closer to 50 Ω with a best-case
S11 of -35 dB achieved. In addition, the -10 dB S11 bandwidth increases with LL and is
maximized for LL = 25 mm.
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Figure 5-5 Effects of varying inductive width parameter WL

The effects of varying the width of the inductive element WL were next investigated while
keeping parameter LL = 25 mm and all previous parameters unchanged, with the results
presented in Figure 5-5. The results show that the resonant frequency increases with
increasing WL and the input impedance of the antenna is also sensitive to this parameter. In
addition, the -10 dB bandwidth increases for decreasing values of WL.
The effects of adding a small, grounded tuning stub that was capacitively coupled to the
spiral element were next investigated as a means of independently controlling the resonant
frequency without affecting the antenna input impedance to a large degree as in [156].
Figure 5-6 shows the configuration with the stub positioned approximately half-way along
the bottom spiral section with a distance HS = 10.3 mm and the stub width was specified as
WS = 1.0 mm with WL set to 0.4 mm and the other parameters as in Table 5-1.
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Figure 5-6 Effects of varying stub length LS

The simulated antenna S11 is shown for varying stub length LS with the results showing that
the resonant frequency decreases with increasing stub length due to the capacitive loading
effect of the stub. Varying the length of the stub provides a convenient means to adjust the
resonant frequency of the antenna across a 4 MHz range while maintaining a value of S11 <
-18 dB.
Figure 5-7 compares the simulated performance of the antenna with and without
soldermask. Removal of the soldermask results in an increase in resonant frequency from f0
= 433 MHz to f0´ = 448 MHz. Additional investigation of the gain characteristics of the
antenna in simulation showed that removing the soldermask layer led to an increase of 1.2
dB in the value of peak realized gain from -13.8 dBi to -12.6 dBi at f0´. This shows that the
soldermask has a substantial effect both on the antenna impedance and radiation
characteristics of the antenna.
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Figure 5-7 Effects of soldermask on antenna resonant frequency

The simulated surface current distribution of the final antenna design at 433 MHz is
depicted in Figure 5-8. At resonance, large currents flow on the spiral and inductive
sections with a smaller current flow on the capacitive stub.

Figure 5-8 Simulated antenna surface current distribution at 433 MHz
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Because this antenna is electrically small, a fundamental limit [17] exists for the achievable
bandwidth and efficiency performance. Providing a good impedance match at the antenna
input terminals over the specified bandwidth was a key challenge during the design and
optimization phase. However, in addition to optimizing the antenna bandwidth, it is also
possible in some cases, to optimize the radiation efficiency performance of an electrically
small antenna assuming sufficient bandwidth exists. For example in [69], the radiation
efficiency optimization of a 433 MHz 3D folded dipole antenna is described where the
effects of wire diameter and material properties are investigated. It is shown that when the
antenna size is maintained at a constant value, the antenna efficiency can be traded for
bandwidth by adjusting the antenna geometry (wire diameter) or the material conductivity.
It this work, that flexibility was not present since the bandwidth requirement was
challenging to meet and the antenna design parameters were instead optimized to meet the
resonant frequency and bandwidth target specifications with the final optimized antenna
design parameters listed in Table 5-1.
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Parameter Name

Value (mm)

LSUB

51.0

WSUB

27.4

WF

2.91

W1

1.57

WL

0.40

LL

25.0

WC

12.62

LC

16.56

WS

1.0

LS

1.4

HS

10.3

D1

0.9

D2

1.2

D3

2.47

D4

1.0

D5

1.0

D6

3.2

ФVIA

0.3

tSUB

1.6

tSM

0.1

tCU

0.035

Table 5-1 Optimized antenna design parameters
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5.3

Antenna Prototype and Measured Results

The prototype antenna was fabricated using a commercial PCB manufacturing process [46]
and a photograph of the final structure is shown in Figure 5-9. The top side of the antenna
is shown in Figure 5-9 (a) and is fed using an SMA connector. The bottom side of the
antenna is shown in Figure 5-9 (b) and the capacitive stub that is used for fine-tuning of the
antenna's resonant frequency can be seen protruding from the groundplane.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5-9 Prototype 433 MHz antenna (a) Top side, (b) Bottom side, (c) Test setup
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The antenna S11 was measured using the test setup of Figure 5-9 (c). A Rohde & Schwarz
ZVRE vector network analyzer [47] was used to perform the measurement.

Figure 5-10 Measured and simulated antenna S11

A balun [157] and several ferrite beads [60] were used to suppress coaxial cable currents
as described in Chapter 2.3 with the VNA calibrated to the port P1 position as shown in
Figure 5-9 (c). The measured and simulated antenna S11 values are presented in Figure
5-10. It can be observed that the measured S11 (-10 dB) is approximately 5.5 MHz,
adequately covering the required 1.75 MHz range for the 433.05 to 434.79 MHz ISM Band
that is the focus of the application. The measured bandwidth is slightly larger than the
simulated case and is likely due to effects in the measurement setup such as losses in the
balun and ferrite-beaded cables that are not included in simulation. Figure 5-11 (a) shows
the 3D realized gain patterns for the antenna at 433 MHz as derived in simulation. It can be
seen that the antenna exhibits omni-directional radiation characteristics in the x-z plane.
Figure 5-11 (b) shows that the simulated value of peak realized gain is -13.8 dBi.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5-11 Simulated 433 MHz 3D Gain, (a) Normalized, (b) Un-normalized

The antenna radiation patterns were then measured in a semi-anechoic chamber facility
[49] and the normalized radiation patterns for the measured and simulated cases are shown
in Figure 5-12. The observed differences between the measured and simulated cases are due
to non-idealities in the measurement setup that are examined in detail in Chapter 7.
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Figure 5-12 Normalized measured and simulated radiation patterns at 433 MHz

The measured and simulated gain and radiation efficiency figures for the antenna are
listed in Table 5-2 and are specified at a frequency of 433 MHz.

Test Case

Peak Realized Gain (dBi)

Radiation Efficiency (%)

Simulated

-13.8

6.8

Measured

-13.0

NA

Table 5-2 Summary of antenna Gain and Efficiency parameters at 433 MHz
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The measured peak realized gain figures are in good agreement with the simulated case and
a difference of less than 1 dB was observed. Due to limitations in the measurement setup, it
was not possible to measure the radiation efficiency of the antenna but the simulated value
was determined to be 6.8 % and is primarily limited by the antenna size constraints [17].
The performance of the developed antenna solution was next compared to that of
commercially available antennas with the gain figures listed in decreasing order. Table 5-3
shows that the proposed antenna has the lowest gain and bandwidth figures. However, it
can also be seen that all the other antennas require significantly larger ground planes. It can
also be observed that the commercial antennas investigated do not meet the size
requirements of the Tyndall mote and this issue was one of the key motivations for carrying
out this research in developing appropriate antenna solutions for highly miniaturized WSN
devices.

Peak

Required

Gain at

Groundplane

f0 (dBi)

area (mm)

173 × 4.5

+3.3

101.6 × 101.6

40

38.1 × 8.9

+1.9

190 × 7.6

433

8

27.9 × 13.7 × 1.2

-6.4

84 × 38

Chip [93]

433

7

12.7 × 0.36 × 1.2

-9.8

80 × 39

This work

433

4.5

51 × 27.4 x 1.6

-13.8

Not required

Antenna

f0

BW

Size

Type

(MHz)

(MHz)

(mm)

Whip [94]

433

70

Helical [92]

433

Planar [91]

Table 5-3 Comparing proposed antenna performance to commercial solutions
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Table 5-4 compares the proposed solution to antennas reported in academic works. This
antenna has mid-range performance in terms of gain and bandwidth but has the advantage
of not requiring additional groundplane area. Although the gain and bandwidth of the
antenna is limited by its small electrical size [17], it can be seen that the proposed topology
does offer a gain improvement of 7.9 dB when compared to a loop topology of similar size
[96]. It also has to be pointed out that the PIFA antenna [97] is designed for bioimplantable applications in lossy tissue which limits the achievable gain but also leads to a
large bandwidth as shown.
Peak

Required

Gain at

Groundplane

f0 (dBi)

area (mm)

34 × 20

-3.48

700 × 700

6

37 × 20

-6.1

37 × 30

433

4.5

51 × 27.4 x 1.6

-13.8

Not required

Loop [96]

433/868

NA

53 × 32

-20.9

Not required

PIFA [97]

356 - 610

127

19 × 19.4 × 1.27

-27.6

Not required

Antenna

f0

BW

Size

Type

(MHz)

(MHz)

(mm)

PIFA [43]

433.92

3.52

IFA [95]

433

This work

Table 5-4 Comparing proposed antenna performance to the literature
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5.4

Human Body Effects on Antenna Performance

(a)

(b)

Figure 5-13 (a) Photograph of AUT, (b) Heterogeneous phantom arm model [42]

It was shown in Chapters 3 and 4 that the presence of the human body in the vicinity of
the antenna can greatly affect the measured impedance characteristics of the antenna. The
goal of this section was to determine, using measurement and EM simulation methods, the
total antenna impedance variation that occurs when the previously described 433 MHz
AUT is placed in close proximity to different parts of the human body. For subsequent
measurements and simulations in this section, the antenna impedance ZA refers to the
impedance measured at port P1 in Figure 5-13 (a). In order to design an antenna tuner for an
application where it is in varying proximity to the human body, it is first necessary to
determine the total range of antenna impedance that the antenna can experience in use [120,
158]. The relationship between ZA and the distance to the human body was first
investigated using a numerical simulation with the AUT model placed close to an
anatomical model of the human arm as shown in Figure 5-13 (b) in the wrist position.
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This heterogeneous phantom arm model includes important anatomical features of
cortical bone, muscle and a thin outer layer of skin and fat that can accurately model the
effects of the human body on antenna performance. Homogenous human body phantom
models can also be used to simplify the simulation process and reduce simulation time.
These models are typically based on simple geometrical shapes such as rectangles and
cylinders with homogeneous dielectric properties used to model skin and muscle for
example [18, 159]. The relative trade-off between accuracy and computation for
homogenous and heterogeneous phantoms has been studied in the literature. For example in
[99], a 2.45 GHz patch antenna is studied in close proximity to both a homogenous and
heterogeneous human head model and the resulting radiation characteristics are compared.
The results show that the homogenous model solves 5 times faster than the heterogeneous
model and average gain figures differ by a maximum of 0.5 dB. In this work, the simulation
goal was to study antenna-body interaction for eight different antenna positions relative to
the human arm. Since the computational requirement was low, the heterogeneous phantom
arm model was therefore used to maximize simulation accuracy. Figure 5-13 (b) shows the
anatomical human arm model whose dielectric properties [160] are specified in Table 5-5.
Tissue
Cortical Bone
Muscle
Skin/Fat (Avg)

Relative Permittivity (εR)
13.07
56.87
47.75

Conductivity σ (S/m)
0.094
0.804
0.69

Table 5-5 Numerical model dielectric characteristics specified at 433 MHz

A full-wave EM simulation was then performed using ANSYS HFSS [42] to analyze
antenna performance for varying distance d above the phantom skin surface with d varied
from 3 to 59 mm in steps of 8 mm. Validation of the simulation model was then performed
using the physical phantom arm described in Chapter 4. The measurements were performed
in an AMS8050 anechoic chamber [161] using the test setup shown in Figure 5-14 (a).
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The AUT was then connected to a Rohde & Schwarz ZVRE vector network analyzer [47]
via a 50 Ω cable with ferrite beads [60] and BALUN to suppress unwanted feed cable
radiation during measurements. Distance d was varied in the same sized steps as for the
simulated case using 8 mm thick foam spacers. Figure 5-14 (b) shows that the measured
and simulated values of S11 at f0 with a similar impedance variation observed in both cases
for changing values of d.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5-14 (a) Photograph of test setup, (b) Measured and simulated S11 at f0

The measured and simulated results show that the antenna behaves as though it were in a
free-space environment for values of d greater than 6 cm approximately, with the measured
and simulated values of ZA both close to the centre of the Smith chart shown at point A. For
decreasing values of d, the measured and simulated values of ZA both move in a clockwise
direction and converge at point B as shown. Exact agreement is not expected between the
measured and simulated cases since the simulation model and physical test setup, using the
homogenous phantom, are not anatomically identical. Moreover, it is the measured antenna
impedance data that is of key interest as described in the following section.
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5.5

Human-Body Antenna Impedance Measurements

A detailed study of total AUT impedance variation across the entire human body was
conducted to determine how the quantity ZA varied in its entirety. Because of the simulation
complexity and large computational time required for this type of scenario, this work
focused instead on a measurement-based approach, using a human test subject. Figure 5-15
illustrates the on-body antenna measurement setup adopted.

Figure 5-15 Overview of measurement setup for on-body AUT characterization

The AUT was placed at one of eleven different body locations shown with the human
test subject clothed and in a standing position. In this case, the antenna-body distance d was
then scanned repeatedly from a maximum distance dMAX of greater than 6 cm
approximately, representing the distance beyond which the antenna impedance does not
noticeably change, to a minimum distance dMIN = 1 mm. Minimum distance dMIN was set to
1 mm because the AUT is not designed to be in contact with human skin whose high
conductivity would effectively create a short circuit at the antenna terminals. Distance dMIN
was set by attaching a 1 mm LDPE spacer [162] to the bottom side of the AUT. The x-y
plane of the antenna was positioned parallel to the skin surface during measurements.
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In addition to repeatedly moving the antenna uni-laterally along the z-axis, the antenna was
also rotated about the z-axis by an angle denoted θZ that was rotated in the range 0° ≤ θZ ≤
360° in order to capture any impedance variation due to orientation in this configuration. A
computer running a Matlab [163] script was used to continuously measure and record all
values of S11 at Port P1. The values of d and θZ were not recorded, as the measured
impedance data is of interest for later work. Each of the body position measurements was
performed for a 90 s period, resulting in approximately 750 discrete measurements per
body position for all variations of distance d and angle θZ. The measured values of S11 for
the eleven different body positions are shown in Figure 5-16 showing the measured upper
and lower body antenna responses.
It is apparent from the measured results that different body locations produce different
impedance responses for the AUT. It is therefore necessary to carefully consider the effects
of the entire human body to determine the total range of possible antenna impedance
values. It was also determined that rotation of the antenna about the z-axis does not have a
pronounced effect on the measured impedance. The effects of pocket objects such as a
wallet, coin, car keys and iPhone 5 was also investigated as shown in Figure 5-16 (c). It can
be seen that these items all produce different responses and it appears that more conductive
metal objects lead to higher measured VSWR values, with the trajectory of the measured
impedance moving towards the right-hand side of the Smith chart. Figure 5-16 (d) shows
the superposition of all measured data on the same graph denoted ZA_TOT. This impedance
data represents the total antenna impedance variation that was measured for all distances d
and θZ across eleven body positions. The measured data shows that the antenna impedance
behaves in a predictable manner with both the inductive and resistive components of ZA
increasing with decreasing values of d. To better understand the observed behaviour of the
antenna in varying proximity to the human body, a transmission line antenna model was
developed as described in the following section.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5-16 Summary of AUT measurements (a) Upper body, (b) Lower body,
(c) Pocket items, (d) Superposition of all measurements (ZA_TOT)
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5.6

Antenna Transmission Line Model

Equivalent transmission line models for IFA antennas in free-space have been reported
previously in the literature [66, 164]. In this work, the motivation was to present a
transmission line antenna model of the 433 MHz antenna that models the free-space case
but also accounts for the observed effects of human body loading on the input impedance of
the antenna. A simplified schematic of the antenna is depicted in Figure 5-17 showing the
SMA input at Port P1 and microstrip line with all the other antenna elements labeled from
Point A to Point D. An equivalent circuit for the antenna was then developed using AWR
Microwave Office [41] as shown in Figure 5-18. The antenna feed at Port P1 is connected
to a 50 Ω coaxial transmission line TSMA representing the on-board SMA connector with
characteristic impedance Z0SMA = 50 Ω and electrical length ΘSMA = 3 ° at 433 MHz.

Figure 5-17 Simplified schematic of the 433 MHz antenna
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Figure 5-18 Equivalent circuit of the 433 MHz antenna

TSMA is connected to a 50 Ω microstrip line T1 of width W1 = 2.91 mm and physical length
Len1 = 25 mm. The shunt inductive loop comprising segments Seg1 and Seg2 was modeled
as a series combination of inductors L1 and L2. Spiral arms Seg3 and Seg4 were modeled as
two transmission lines T1 and T2 with characteristic impedance Z01 and Z02 and electrical
length Θ1 and Θ2 respectively. Series resistances R1 and R2 were used to model the
distributed radiation and loss resistances (e.g. conduction and dielectric losses) associated
with Seg3 and Seg4. Lumped capacitance C1 was used to account for the capacitive stub at
Point C. Finally, the end-capacitance of the patch at Point D was modeled as a lumped
capacitance C2 to Ground. The equivalent circuit model parameters, except those for the
SMA connector and microstrip line which were fixed, were then optimized against
measured 1-port antenna measured data over the range 400 to 500 MHz using AWR
Microwave Office [41]. The final optimized parameter values are listed in Table 5-6.
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Parameter Name

Value

R1

9.57 Ω

R2

11.1 Ω

C1

0.14 pF

C2

0.31 pF

L1

10.48 nH

L2

29.23 nH

Z0SMA

50 Ω

θSMA

3° (433 MHz)

Z01

166.2 Ω

Θ1

55.08° (433 MHz)

Z02

443.4 Ω

Θ2

30.13° (433 MHz)

Table 5-6 Final optimized equivalent circuit model parameters

The optimized parameters show that the combined electrical length of the main spiral
sections is Θ2 + Θ3 ≈ 85° or slightly less than a resonant λ0/4 length at f0 which is similar to
the results in [164]. Figure 5-19 compares S11 responses of the measured AUT and
equivalent circuit and good correlation is observed, in both magnitude and phase across a
100 MHz frequency range.
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Figure 5-19 Equivalent circuit model versus measured data

Incorporation of human-body loading effects in the equivalent circuit model was also
investigated to help explain the previously measured antenna impedance variation in
proximity to the human body. Since the patch element and ground-plane have the largest
cross-sectional-area, when compared to the other antenna features, it was therefore assumed
that the majority of the capacitive coupling between the antenna and human body occurs
via the patch capacitance CP and ground capacitance CG. This is illustrated in Figure 5-20
with both CP and CG assumed to be inversely proportional to the antenna-body distance d.
In addition to the above, it is also assumed that the human body has a variable conductance
GB, depending on the body-position in question. The series equivalent of CP, CG and GB is
then modeled as a simple parallel equivalent of C3 and R3 that is added to the equivalent
circuit of Figure 5-18 at point D, as illustrated in Figure 5-20.
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Figure 5-20 Human body loading effects added to antenna equivalent circuit

Figure 5-21 compares the simulated values of S11 using the equivalent circuit model
versus measurements on the AUT where S11_ANT_TOT denotes the total measured impedance
variation of the AUT for eleven body positions or approximately 11 × 750 = 8,250
individual measurements. For the equivalent circuit model, the range of parameters C3 and
R5 were determined experimentally in simulation, with C3 varied from 0 to 0.2 pF in steps
of 2 fF and R5 was varied from 29.5 kΩ to 300 kΩ in steps of 20 kΩ. Figure 5-21 shows
that the simulation model is capable of estimating the total range of possible antenna
impedances when compared with the measured case. Accounting for human body antenna
loading effects using an equivalent circuit model, rather than using EM methods also has
significant benefits in terms of computation time. For example, the FEM model of Figure
5-13 (b) requires 1.5 hours to compute ZANT for 8 discrete values of d using a machine with
24 GB of RAM and an Intel® Xeon® 8-core CPU running at 1.6 GHz. In contrast, the
equivalent circuit model allows 1,350 discrete S11 antenna values to be computed in a time
of 0.54 seconds.
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Figure 5-21 On-body equivalent circuit versus measured data

5.7

Conclusions

A compact and low-cost planar antenna operating at 433 MHz has been presented.
Significant reduction of the antenna’s resonant frequency is achieved using a variation of
an IFA configuration with a square-spiral section together with a rectangular patch element
and a small capacitive stub. It was shown that this antenna has a number of advantages over
commercial types [91-94] in that it meets the size requirements for the Tyndall mote
application and does not require an additional groundplane. In addition, the proposed
antenna is implemented using low-cost FR-4 material and provides sufficient area for the
integration of additional wireless sensor support circuitry in the groundplane area.
Extensive characterization of antenna-body proximity effects were carried out with the new
antenna. An equivalent transmission line model of the antenna was also described that
predicts the free-space impedance characteristics. Furthermore, the model can also be used
to estimate the impedance variation of the antenna in proximity with the human body.
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This model can consider human body effects and allows rapid determination of the total
antenna impedance variation when the antenna is placed at different positions and distances
from the human body. It was also shown that the equivalent circuit model had the
advantage of being able to solve much faster than the FEM-based model of Figure 5-13 (b)
that was used for comparison and validation. The proposed equivalent circuit is not
intended to replace EM modelling methods but has the advantage of enabling a fast analysis
to be performed while also providing insight into the detuning behaviour of the AUT in
proximity to the human body. Results outlined in this chapter have given rise to publication
in [153].
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Chapter 6. Second-Generation Antenna-Integrated Tuner
Design
6.1

Background

In Chapter 4, a first-generation antenna tuner was proposed and demonstrated. The
potential benefits of antenna tuning were shown both experimentally and in simulation for a
reconfigurable, low-pass, Π-type matching topology. For the first-generation system, the
implementation was large and the power consumption was not optimized for low power
operation. In this chapter, the design of a second-generation, antenna-integrated tuner is
presented. As summarized in Figure 6-1, the design combines key aspects of the firstgeneration tuner of Chapter 4 with the 433 MHz antenna design of Chapter 5. Improved
modeling techniques are described that take into account the total antenna impedance
variation of the antenna in proximity to the human body. The new tuner implementation
takes advantage of higher performance tunable and fixed RF components that have become
available commercially since the design of the first-generation system. Other key design
improvements have also been made in terms of power consumption and tuning time. The
described system is now substantially miniaturized compared to the previous generation
and can now be integrated onto the antenna substrate, leading to a lower-loss, lower-power
implementation.
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Figure 6-1 Summary of this chapter

6.2

Reconfigurable Matching Network Design

In Chapter 5, Section 5.5, the total impedance variation of the 433 MHz antenna, denoted
ZA_TOT, was measured in proximity to the human body. This measured information
represents the total range of impedances that are possible at the input terminals of the
antenna and is next used in the analysis and design of a reconfigurable antenna matching
network. In order to determine the potential benefits of impedance matching, the losses due
to impedance mismatch are first evaluated when no matching network is present. This is
achieved by calculating the antenna Mismatch loss (ML) using (2.10). Figure 6-2 shows the
previously measured values of ZA_TOT superimposed on the calculated contours of ML for
varying S11 at 433 MHz with a source impedance ZS = Z0 = 50 Ω. A significant, worst-case
loss of approximately 6 dB is observed without matching for this AUT.
In order to reduce the above losses due to impedance mismatch, the following presents
the design of a reconfigurable impedance matching network. The main requirements for the
matching network are that it provides the required impedance coverage to match all
possible antenna load impedances or ZA_TOT, with minimal loss. Several different types of
low-pass matching network topologies were investigated including L, Double-L, T and Πtype networks.
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Figure 6-2 Total measured impedance variation and ML with no tuning

The main disadvantages of the L-network are limited loaded quality factor and bandwidth.
and conjugate matching is possible only for a limited area of the Smith chart [34], even
when ideal, lossless components are used. The Double-L, low-pass network can offer
increased coverage and bandwidth but has the disadvantage of requiring an extra series
inductor, which leads to increased losses. The low-pass T-network has only one tunable
component and therefore has limited impedance coverage. The Π-structure was eventually
chosen for this application as this topology minimizes the effect of finite-Q-factor tunable
and fixed components that are used to implement the network and provides the necessary
Smith chart coverage. In terms of choosing a suitable impedance mismatch sensor, a
number of solutions were investigated in the literature. A popular approach is to place a
directional coupler between the power amplifier (PA) and matching circuit where the
sensed forward and reflected powers are then used to tune the circuit [117, 130, 165].
However, as observed in Chapter 4 and as also reported in [166], tuning circuit losses using
this topology can result in non-optimal power delivery. An alternative approach is to place
the coupler at the output of the matching network and during tuning, maximize the power
delivery through the matching network. It is the latter approach that has been determined to
work best for this application as the tuning components have finite loss.
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This method also allows the antenna S11 magnitude to be measured directly at the
antenna port during tuning. A simplified representation of the Π-type matching network is
shown in Figure 6-3. Reconfigurability is achieved using variable capacitances C1 and C2
using a commercial PE64102 device [167]. This is a 5-bit device that allows the
capacitance between the RF+ and RF- terminals to be digitally tuned from CMIN = 1.88 pF
to CMAX = 14.0 pF in 32, discrete steps of 391 fF. This device was not available during the
design of the first-generation system. It offers a number of performance advantages in
terms of lower RF losses, wider tuning range and increased resolution. The device is also
highly integrated and leads to greatly reduced PCB parasitics in comparison to what was
achievable with the first-generation system.

Figure 6-3 Simplified circuit for the Π -type matching network

In terms of accurately predicting the performance of the matching network, the component
parasitics of C1 and C2 are essential to model and an equivalent circuit model of the
component was employed [167]. The manufacturer recommended DTC Equivalent Circuit
Model is shown in Figure 6-4 and includes all the parasitic elements required for accurate
modeling of the physical device. Variable quantities such as the tuning core capacitance CS
between RF+ and RF- ports of the device are modelled using an equation-based method as
listed in Table 6-1.
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Figure 6-4 Equivalent circuit of PE64102 DTC capacitance [167]

Parameter

Value

Parameter

CS

(0.394 × State) + 1.456

pF

RS

15/(State + 15/( State + 0.4)) + 0.4

Ω

CP1

-0.0026 × State + 0.4155

pF

CP2

0.0029 × State + 0.4914

pF

RP1
RP2
LS

4
22000 + 6 × (State)3
0.4

Ω
Ω
nH

Table 6-1 DTC equivalent model parameters [167]

A high Q-factor, 14 nH air-core inductor was chosen for L1 using an 0807SQ-14NJLB part
from Coilcraft with QL1 = 110 [168]. Fixed capacitor C3 was used to provide additional
capacitance at the source side of the matching network to enable high VSWR load
impedances to be matched. The values of L1 and C3 were optimized in simulation as
described later in this section. A bi-directional coupler COUP1 was employed at the output of
the matching network. The chosen coupler was a SYDC-20-62HP+ from Min-Circuits
[169]. This component has a coupling factor of 20 dB with a high directivity of 30 dB and
an insertion loss of 0.34 dB at 433 MHz. This coupler is also substantially smaller
compared to the first-generation solution.
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The measured S-Parameters of the coupler were included in the simulation model as well as
a vendor model for inductor L1. The antenna connector, feed, PCB substrate, and all
interconnect for the RF paths were included in the simulation model. A load-pull analysis
and optimization of the simulation model was then performed using the Advanced Design
System (ADS) from Keysight [110] in order to optimize L1 and C3 to maximize GT of the
matching network, over the range of antenna impedances defined by ZA_TOT. The resulting
GT contours with matching are shown in Figure 6-5 (b) and the previously simulated ML
contours without matching are shown for comparison in Figure 6-5 (a). It can be seen from
Figure 6-5 (b) that the Π-type matching network provides significant improvement in
power delivery to the antenna for high antenna VSWR when compared with the unmatched
case. For example, as outlined previously, the worst-case ML without matching was 6 dB.
However, with matching, the worst-case GT is approximately -2.5 dB maximum, or a 3.5
dB improvement in power delivery to the antenna. For values of ZA towards the centre of
the Smith chart, the simulation model predicts losses of approximately 0.8 dB, mainly
attributed to component losses in C1, C2, L1 and COUP1.

(a)

(b)
Figure 6-5 (a) ML no matching, (b) GT with matching
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6.3

Antenna Tuner Implementation

In this section, the hardware implementation details of the second-generation antenna
integrated tuner are presented. A dedicated tuner module was first developed for
characterization purposes and a block diagram is shown in Figure 6-6 with a photograph of
the fabricated module also shown for reference. Port P1 of the matching network is the
interface to the radio transceiver and Port P2 is the antenna interface. The matching network
comprises variable capacitors C1 and C2 as well as fixed capacitor C3 and inductor L1. The
output of the matching network is connected to the input (IN) of COUP1. The coupler
provides a sample of the coupled forward and reflected power denoted PFWD and PREF,
allowing the reflection coefficient │ΓL│, at the antenna port (P2) to be determined.

Figure 6-6 Block diagram and photograph of tuner module
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Unlike the first-generation design, that used two separate RF power detectors, in this case, a
lower-power configuration was adopted using a single LT5538 RF (PD1) power detector
from Linear Technology [170]. The LT5538 RF power detector is a high sensitivity device
with a dynamic range from –75 dBm to +10 dBm and a frequency range of 40 MHz to 3.8
GHz. This power detector has a significantly lower supply current of 29 mA DC as opposed
to 128 mA for the first-generation system. A PE4251 SPDT absorptive RF switch SW1 from
Peregrine Semiconductor [114] was then used to allow either of the PFWD or PREF signals to
be measured independently. Note that the use of an absorptive switch ensures that the
coupler ports are always terminated in 50 Ω. The DC output voltage VX of the power
detector was then filtered using a single-pole, low-pass filter and digitized by a low-power,
ATmega128L micro-controller [86].
The test setup for characterization of the RF power detectors is shown in Figure 6-7 (a).
RF input power was applied using a Rohde & Schwarz SML-03 [147] signal generator (A)
and a 50 Ω coaxial cable (B) as shown. Note that for the measurements described, a
separate tuner module was used with the coupler removed to allow RF power to be fed
directly to the RF power detector via the RF switch SW1. The PFWD and PREF paths were
then characterized separately using the PSEL signal to select individual paths. The digitized
output voltage of the power detector was read using the serial interface (C) for RF input
power levels varying from -70 dBm to 0 dBm at 433 MHz as measured using a Rohde &
Schwarz FSUP Signal Source analyzer [144]. The measured results for both the PFWD and
PREF paths are shown in Figure 6-7 (b). Similar to Chapter 4, the measured data was then
used to generate LUT values of calculated power versus measured voltage and this data was
then stored in firmware to allow │ΓL│at P2 to be calculated. An RS-232 interface allows
real-time monitoring of measured data via a graphical user interface (GUI) similar to the
methods used in Chapter 4. The tuner module was implemented using standard, 1.6 mm
FR-4 material (εR = 4.5, tanδ = 0.02), with a 6-layer stackup [70] and was integrated in a
small area of 25 × 28 mm. The tuning circuitry was placed on the top layer of the PCB with
the tuning controller placed on the bottom layer.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6-7 RF power detector characterization (a) Test setup, (b) Measured results
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6.3.1

Antenna Tuning Algorithm

For this design, two types of tuning algorithms were investigated. The first algorithm (Type
A) used an exhaustive search of all 1,024 combinations of variable capacitances C1 and C2
to maximize PFWD, the power delivered to the antenna. At the end of the tuning process, the
optimum tuning states were written to capacitors C1 and C2 using the serial peripheral
interface (SPI) bus. The second algorithm (Type B) used the pre-characterized AUT
impedance data ZA_TOT to enable faster tuning as now described.
Figure 6-8 shows the previously measured total impedance variation ZA_TOT for the AUT
in proximity to the human body. It can be seen that the majority of measured AUT
impedances are confined to the right-hand quadrant of the Smith Chart, where the phase of
ΓL is limited to 0° ≤ ΘL ≤ 90°. Investigation of the simulation model of Figure 6-3 revealed
that 344 optimal tuner states denoted C1_OPT and C2_OPT occupied this 90° quadrant or
approximately 34 % of all 1,024 possible states. Further reduction in the number of
searchable states is possible by noting that only those states that occupy the area within the
ZA_TOT boundary or dashed white line illustrated in Figure 6-8 need to be searched.

Figure 6-8 Total measured on-body antenna impedance variation
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Figure 6-9 Simulated optimal states for C1 and C2 vs│ΓL│ for 0° ≤ ΘL ≤ 90°

These 344 optimal states are shown in Figure 6-9 as a function of │ΓL│. The extents of
these searchable state boundaries for C1 and C2 are denoted C1_OPT_MAX, C1_OPT_MIN,
C2_OPT_MAX and C2_OPT_MIN and are shown as solid lines in Figure 6-9 and are determined
from analysis of the pre-characterized ZA_TOT data. Thus, for a measured value of │ΓL│,
only a limited set of optimal tuning states for C1 and C2 need to be searched. The minimum
and maximum boundary values for C1 and C2, extracted from the measured data, are then
defined using a combination of linear and quadratic equations, depending on the measured
value of │ΓL│. Quadratic equations are used to define the minimum and maximum values
Cx_OPT_MIN and Cx_OPT_MAX for 0.3 < │ΓL│ < 0.95, having the form a│ΓL│2 +b│ΓL│+ c and
x = 1, 2. The coefficients a, b and c were determined by curve fitting of the measured
ZA_TOT boundary data values, with the boundary values then quantized to the nearest integer
(e.g. C2_OPT_MAX shown as the dashed line A-C).
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The same approach was used to define the boundaries B-C, D-F and E-F. Based on the
measured value of │ΓL│, the tuning algorithm performs a search of all states for C1 and C2
that lie between the calculated Cx_OPT_MIN and Cx_OPT_MAX values resulting in a significant
reduction in tuning time. For example, a measured value of │ΓL│ = 0.5, requires 4 values
of C1 and 5 values of C2 to be searched or a total of 4 × 5 = 20 iterations required,
compared to 1,024 for an exhaustive search, thus significantly reducing both the time and
power consumption required during the tuning process. Using this tuning method, the
procedure to determine the appropriate search space for the matching algorithm only has to
be completed once, for a given antenna type that has been pre-characterized.

6.4

Prototype Measurement and Verification

The tuner module was first characterized by measuring the range of impedances that could
be conjugately matched to 50 Ω at P2 at a frequency of 433 MHz with P1 terminated in 50
Ω, using the test setup of Figure 6-10 (a). A ZVRE VNA [47] was connected as shown in a
2-port configuration and DC power was applied to the tuner module with VDD = 3.0 V. A
Matlab script [163] was then written to control the tuner as well and acquire the measured
S-parameters from the VNA. The Matlab script was used to write each of the 1,024 states
for variable capacitances C1 and C2 via laptop-tuner interface Serial A. For each state, the
measured value of S22* on the VNA was recorded via the Serial B interface and all results
were stored for subsequent analysis. Figure 6-10 (b) compares the measured and simulated
values of S22*. It can be seen that there is good agreement between the measured and
simulated results in terms of the range of S22* impedances predicted by the model. Good
impedance coverage is also observed at Port P2 indicating that the tuner can match a wide
range of antenna impedances.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6-10 (a) Tuner module test setup, (b) S22* at 433 MHz
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A key performance parameter of the tuner is its ability to match impedances with low loss.
The relative transducer power gain ΔGT was therefore measured with a manually adjusted,
2-port, load-pull setup using a ZVRE VNA [47] and Maury Model 1878G [148] triple stub
tuner to adjust the load VSWR at P2. The measured and simulated results are shown in
Figure 6-11 with the VSWR at P2 applied along trajectory P-Q-R as shown.

Figure 6-11 Measured and simulated values of ΔGT at 433 MHz
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The measured results show that the matching network provides increased power delivery to
P2 for a large span of VSWR values ranging from 1.7:1 to 16.5:1, with approximately 3.9
dB improvement for worst-case VSWR at P2. For load VSWR = 1:1, the matching network
has a maximum measured loss of 0.84 dB that is a substantial improvement compared to
the value of 4.9 dB for the first-generation tuner. This improvement is attributed mainly to
the low loss tunable capacitors employed for this design.
The final tunable antenna is shown in Figure 6-12 and measures 51 × 28 × 8 mm. The
antenna uses identical PCB stackup and materials as the tuner module of Figure 6-6 and
incorporates both the tuner and antenna in a single design. The matching circuit is placed
on the top side and the tuning controller is placed on the bottom side as shown. Figure 6-13
(a) shows the measured values of S11 for the original 433 MHz AUT with no tuning, for the
cases where the antenna was placed in free-space (ideal case) as well as on the human head
and wrist. For the head and wrist test cases, the antenna was placed at a distance of
approximately 1 mm above the skin surface using a LDPE spacer [162] to prevent skin
contact. It can be seen that the AUT is correctly tuned for the free-space case but significant
detuning is observed when the AUT is placed close to the human body.

Figure 6-12 Photograph of final tunable antenna
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6-13 (a) Measured AUT S11, (b) Narrow and wideband balun designs

The measured AUT S11 results of Figure 6-13 (a) also reveal that a resonance was present in
the free-space measurement. This is shown as point P1 at occurs at a frequency of
approximately 320 MHz. This resonance was determined to be due to bandwidth
limitations of the sleeve balun. This balun suppresses cable shield currents over a relatively
narrow bandwidth of approximately 28 MHz, centered at 433 MHz. A wideband balun
design was therefore investigated and is shown in Figure 6-13 (b).
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Figure 6-14 Measured AUT S11 response using narrow and wideband balun

This balun was implemented using a 1:1 wideband (4.5 - 3000 MHz) RF-transformer [98].
Figure 6-14 compares the measured AUT S11 responses of the narrow and wideband balun
designs. It can be observed that the wideband balun does not exhibits resonant effects as
previously. A slightly larger S11 (-10 dB) AUT bandwidth was also observed for the
wideband balun due to greater RF transformer losses when compared to the sleeve balun
case that uses a low-loss coaxial structure.
It was noted earlier that significant detuning effects were evident in Figure 6-13 (a)
when the AUT was placed close to the human body. In contrast, the tunable antenna
responses for the same test conditions are shown in Figure 6-15. In this case, the tunable
antenna has a measured S11 (-10 dB) bandwidth of greater than 18 MHz for all cases. It can
also be observed from Figure 6-15 that two resonances are observed in the measured S11
responses. For example in the free-space case, the addition of the matching network results
in two resonances at frequencies of f1 = 403 MHz and f2 = 430 MHz approximately. This
behaviour can be explained by comparing the measured S11 responses of the AUT and
tunable antenna as shown in the Smith Chart of Figure 6-16 where the frequency is swept
from 300 to 500 MHz.
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Figure 6-15 Measured antenna S11 for the tunable antenna

For the case of the AUT, the response shows a single resonant mode at frequency f0 = 433
MHz. However, for the tunable antenna case, the addition of matching components C1, C2,
C3 and L1 leads to an additional loop in the measured impedance profile, leading to a wider
matching bandwidth and this behaviour is described in detail in similar work [171].

Figure 6-16 Comparing measured S11 of AUT and tunable antenna
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The operation of the tuner during a tuning command is illustrated by referring to the
oscilloscope measurement of Figure 6-17 using the tuner module shown in Figure 6-6. A
load reflection coefficient of │ΓL│= 0.5 with a phase of 0° at 433 MHz was applied to P2
using a Maury Model 1878G [148] triple-stub tuner. The top trace shows the VFWD signal
during an exhaustive search (Type A). Prior to tuning the antenna, the measured VFWD signal
has a voltage VFWD-A which is proportional to PFWD. Once initiated, the tuning algorithm
searches all 1,024 states, taking a time t1 ≈ 370 ms to execute. Once the search is complete,
the algorithm sets the final tuner state for maximum PFWD corresponding to maximum
voltage VFWD-MAX. The lower traces shows that Type B tuning algorithm is approximately
10 times faster, taking ≈ 30 ms to execute.

Figure 6-17 Oscilloscope measurement of VFWD signal during tuning

Current consumption measurements of the prototype tunable antenna show that it requires a
peak supply current of 32 mA DC during a tuning operation. Once the tuning operation is
completed, the tuning controller or micro-controller is placed in standby mode and the RF
power detector is placed in shutdown mode. In this mode, all current capacitor states for
tunable capacitors C1 and C2 are maintained, thereby maintaining the current impedance
match settings.
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This mode also means that the DC supply current to the antenna can be significantly
reduced to a value of approximately 0.25 mA. The micro-controller clock frequency used
for the above measurements was 8 MHz.
As discussed in Section 4.2.5, the benefits of antenna impedance matching were
investigated in relation to power consumption of wireless sensors that use fixed (nontunable) antenna matching circuits. It was shown that recovering 4 dB of link budget using
a commercial radio transceiver, without matching, requires a 4 dB increase in PA transmit
power. At maximum PA output power, this requires an additional 12.54 mA of DC supply
current, for the duration of each radio transmission. In contrast, the proposed tunable
antenna, when placed within a wearable device that is securely attached to the body during
use, would only need to be tuned once, after placement, with only periodic tuning required
thereafter. In such cases, there is a clear benefit in terms of improving RF link quality and
reducing power consumption, especially for battery-operated WSN devices with limited
capacity.

6.5

Conclusions

In this chapter, a compact 433 MHz antenna-integrated tuner was demonstrated. Prototype
measurements show up to 3.9 dB of improvement in power delivery to the antenna for a
VSWR of 17:1 with a maximum loss of 0.84 dB and -10 dB bandwidth of ≥ 18 MHz. The
proposed solution offers particular performance advantages for wearable BSN devices in
terms of improving RF power delivery to the antenna, reducing current consumption, and
providing longer battery life. Improved RF link quality and the need for less data retransmissions is also a critical advantage for health-related applications. The prototype
tunable antenna was developed as a stand-alone device but could also be integrated into
existing wearable BSN devices using a host CPU for tuning control. Although the work
focuses on the 433 MHz ISM band, the same methods can be applied to other frequency
bands. In order to compare the performance of the first and second-generation antenna
tuning solutions, Table 6-2 tabulates a number of important performance criteria. It can be
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seen that in terms of size, the second-generation has approximately 1 % the volume of the
original solution. The current consumption of the second-generation tuning solution is
reduced by 78 % with a 91 % improvement in tuning time.

First

Second

Parameter

Unit

Generation

Generation

Size (L × W × H)

mm

300 × 200 × 25

51 × 28 × 8

Peak DC supply current

mA

147.7

32

Maximum tuning time

ms

340

30

Maximum tuner loss @ 433 MHz

dB

4.9

0.84

Number of tunable states

--

256

1024

Table 6-2 Performance comparison between first and second-generation tuners

It can also be seen from Table 6-1 that a significant 4 dB reduction in tuner loss was
achieved using high performance tunable capacitors [167] that have become available since
the development of the first-generation solution as well as a High-Q inductor [168].
Continuing advances in tunable component technology will mean that the above tuner
losses can be decreased with the adoption of the latest available tunable component
technology.
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Chapter 7. Dual-Band Antenna Design
7.1

Background

This chapter presents the design of a low-cost, dual-band antenna topology with small
dimensions. The motivation behind this design was to develop a single-feed antenna that
could cover both the 433 MHz and 2.45 GHz ISM bands. The ability to switch between
both frequency bands opens up new possibilities in improving Quality of Service (QoS) for
WSN applications. It was noted in Chapter 3 that very few compact antenna structures are
reported in the literature that can provide Multi-ISM-band coverage in the case where the
frequency separation between both frequency bands is large. An example of such a case is
dual-band operation in both the 433 MHz and 2.45 GHz ISM bands in Europe. The goal of
this chapter is to develop an antenna design that addresses this technology gap.
In this chapter, the single-band 433 MHz antenna [153] of Chapter 5 is used as a starting
point for the design. A key motivation was to make a number of improvements to certain
aspects of the original design while, at the same time, developing a new antenna topology
that adds a second resonant mode for the 2.45 GHz band. The new design achieves dualband operation without increasing the size of the original antenna. Details of the design,
implementation, and characterization of the antenna are presented in this chapter and have
been published in [172].
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7.2

Review of the original 433 MHz antenna design

The first stage of the design process for the dual-band antenna was to re-evaluate the 433
MHz antenna design [153]. As shown in Figure 7-1, the simulated surface current
distribution showed that very little current flowed at the centre of the patch element shown
as region A, and it was only at the edges of the patch element that the current density was
largest. It was also shown that the capacitive stub at point B increased the total capacitance
of the radiating element with respect to ground and that a large shunt inductance was
required to cancel the net capacitance of the patch and stub. This was achieved in the
original design by maximizing the length L of the inductive section as well as decreasing its
width W by using a long, narrow element as shown. The design methodology for this
antenna was to remove the patch element to reduce the total capacitance of the radiating
element and achieve 433 MHz resonance using a spiral element only, together with a lower
loss inductive section. An additional goal was to convert the capacitive stub of the previous
design into a resonant element at 2.45 GHz.

Figure 7-1 Simulated surface currents of 433 MHz antenna [153]
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7.3

Antenna Design

(a)

(b)
Figure 7-2 (a) Configuration of proposed antenna, (b) Photograph (top and bottom)

Figure 7-2 shows the configuration of the proposed dual-band antenna. In contrast to the
antenna of [153] that was printed on FR-4 material, a lower loss RO4350B substrate [139]
was used in this case to reduce the substrate losses.
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This material is a double-sided laminate with a relative permittivity εR = 3.6 and loss
tangent tanδ = 0.0031 with a copper thickness of 1 Oz (0.035 mm) with substrate height h =
1.524 mm. The total size of the antenna is 51 mm × 27.4 mm and in this case, was excited
using a 50-Ω grounded-coplanar-waveguide (GCPW) feed-line at Point A shown,
referenced to ground on both the top and bottom layers, and thus eliminating the
requirement for placing a VIA and its associated parasitics on the radiating element, as in
the previous design. A ground plane was printed on the bottom side of the substrate with
dimensions of WG × L1 and the co-planar ground structures on the top side were connected
to the ground plane using a series of plated through-hole vias as shown.
Similar to the original 433 MHz antenna of [153], for the Lower Band (433 MHz), a
square-spiral structure of width W1 was printed on the top layer at the end of the feed line at
Point B. This structure is a variation of an IFA topology with the spiral used to minimize
the required area for this resonant section. At Point C, a shunt inductive element was used
to allow impedance matching of the antenna impedance to 50-Ω without the need for
discrete matching components. In this case, in contrast to [153], a smaller, wider and lower
loss inductive section was used.
For the Upper Band (2.45 GHz), a parasitic monopole element was printed on the
bottom layer, with the element shorted to the groundplane at Point D as shown. This
element has a width W2 and a total length of L3 + L4 + L5 + √2 W2 as defined along the
centre of the element as shown. The monopole is staggered to maximize the monopole
length and at the same time, minimize the degree of end coupling to the spiral element at
Point E as shown.
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Parameter

Value (mm)

L1

25

L2

26

L3

11.02

L4

8

L5

0.64

L6

7.56

LS

6.69

WG

27.4

WF

2.42

WS

1.14

W1

1.45

W2

1.68

D1

7.3

D2

1.0

D3

1.0

D4

1.25

DS

1.88

G

0.5

S

1.0

h

1.524

tCU

0.035

Table 7-1 Final design parameters for the antenna
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7.4

Antenna Simulation

Figure 7-3 Simulated antenna S11 with and without the parasitic element

The generalized resonant behaviour of the antenna with and without the parasitic monopole
element was first studied in simulation using a full-wave EM model of the antenna
ANSYS HFSS [42]. Table 7-1 lists the parameters that were employed, except for L6, L3
and LS that are specified here as L6 = 10 mm, L3 = 5 mm and LS = 5 mm. Figure 7-3 shows
the simulated antenna S11 from 300 MHz to 3 GHz. The multi-band response of the antenna
relates fundamentally to the intrinsic resonant properties of the spiral element which was
designed to have a total electrical length of ≈ λ/4 at f0 =433 MHz. The simulated response
in Figure 7-3 shows that with only the spiral element present, three distinct resonances are
observed. The lowest resonance is shown at f0, with two, higher frequency resonances
observed at approximately odd multiples of f0 i.e. 3f0 and 5f0. This behaviour is
characteristic of a quarter-wavelength antenna structure that has harmonic resonances at
odd multiples of the antenna's fundamental frequency [25]. The resonance at 3f0, or
approximately 1.3 GHz, lies well outside both the ISM bands of interest and is therefore not
considered further for this application but could possibly be explored in the future for GPS
applications.
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The resonances at f0 and 5f0 are approximately 5% and 10% above the upper limits of the
433 MHz and 2.45 GHz ISM bands, respectively, but are not well matched to the 50-Ω
source impedance. It can be seen from Figure 7-3 that adding the parasitic element leads to
a similar resonant response. However, in the case where the monopole element is present,
the three resonant frequencies occur at lower frequencies and the impedance matching is
greatly improved at the two frequencies of interest for this application (fL = 433 MHz and
fH = 2.45 GHz).
To understand this behaviour, the Smith Chart of Figure 7-4 shows the simulated
antenna input impedance, with and without the parasitic element present, from 2 to 3 GHz.
At Point A, with only the spiral element present, the antenna input impedance at 2.45 GHz
is non-resonant and inductive. At Point B, a small resonance is also observed at a frequency
of 2.55 GHz. When the parasitic monopole element is now introduced, a net capacitive
loading effect is observed that results in a lowering of the resonant frequency from 2.55 to
2.45 GHz as well as enabling the antenna input impedance to be matched close to 50-Ω at
2.45 GHz. This is shown graphically as the movement of the impedance from Point B to
Point C in Figure 7-4.

Figure 7-4 Simulated antenna S11 with and without the parasitic element
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In order to visualize the resonant modes of the antenna, the simulated surface current
distributions are shown in Figure 7-5. It can be seen from Figure 7-5 (a) that a large current
flows on the spiral element at 433 MHz, with a much smaller current flow on the parasitic
monopole element. Figure 7-5 (b) shows that at 2.45 GHz, the spiral has a second resonant
mode, with three current maxima and two current minima present. This indicates that the
spiral has an electrical length (from point A to B) of approximately 5λ/4 at 2.45 GHz. In
this case, a large current is seen to flow on the parasitic element that has a resonant length
of ≈ λ/4 at 2.45 GHz and is excited via mutual inductive coupling with the driven spiral
element.

(a)

(b)
Figure 7-5 Simulated surface current distributions (a) 433 MHz, (b) 2.45 GHz
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The simulated surface current distributions are shown in vector form in Figure 7-6. Figure
7-6 (a) shows that the direction of current flow on the main spiral arm at 433 MHz is
uniform along the length of the spiral from point A to point B. Figure 7-6 (b) shows that at
2.45 GHz, in-phase currents (drawn as solid arrows) occur mainly on the horizontal
sections of the spiral element. Out-of-phase currents (drawn as dashed arrows) are observed
largely on adjacent vertical sections. The combined radiation from the spiral and parasitic
elements at 2.45 GHz is therefore expected to be monopole-like, mainly due to the large
currents flowing on the parasitic element, leading to enhanced radiation in the x-z plane
with nulls present along the y-axis.

(a)

(b)
Figure 7-6 Simulated surface current distribution (a) 433 MHz, (b) 2.45 GHz
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In order to optimize the antenna for dual-band operation, the effects of several key
parameters were investigated. For subsequent discussion and presentation of results, only
the lower and upper band responses are considered and for clarity are shown separately.
The influence of the spiral length on the lower and upper bands was first studied. The spiral
end-length L6 was varied while keeping all other parameters constant according to the
values listed in Table I. Figure 7-7 (a) and Figure 7-7 (b) show that the resonant frequencies
for both the low and high bands decrease with increasing L6 and the impedance matching
for the upper band, in particular, is also affected.

(a)

(b)
Figure 7-7 Simulated antenna S11 for varying L6 (a) Low-band, (b) High-band
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The influence of the parasitic monopole end-length parameter L3 is summarized in Figure
7-8. It can be seen that the resonant frequencies for both the lower and upper bands are also
seen to decrease for increasing L3 and the impedance matching for both bands is also
affected, particularly for the upper band.

(a)

(b)
Figure 7-8 Simulated antenna S11 for varying L3 (a) Low-band, (b) High-band

The mutual inductive coupling between the spiral and parasitic element accounts for the
observed effects as lengthening either element leads to a decrease in resonant frequencies
for both bands. The effects of varying the shunt inductance length LS were also investigated
as shown in Figure 7-9.
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It can be observed that parameter LS allows a good degree of independent control of the
impedance matching for the lower band with a small effect on the resonant frequency for
both bands but primarily for the low band. These parametric simulations show that
frequencies fL and fH are primarily determined by the total length of the spiral element.

(a)

(b)
Figure 7-9 Simulated antenna S11 for varying LS (a) Low-band, (b) High-band

The preceeding results also show that a sufficient degree of independent control is
possible using parameters L3, L6 and LS to enable the Lower and Upper frequency bands to
be tuned and matched over the frequency range shown. Once the main parameters were
identified, the design was then optimized using the Optimetrics feature of Ansys HFSS
[173].
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The parameters chosen for inclusion in the optimization process are listed in Table 7-2 with
the minimum and maximum limits determined experimentally in simulation.
Parameter
L3
L4
L5
L6
LS
DS
D3
WF
W2
WS

Start Value
(mm)
5.00
5.00
0.50
11.00
5.30
0.42
1.00
2.41
1.77
1.20

Minimum
(mm)
7.00
4.00
0.00
5.00
4.00
0.40
0.50
1.00
1.00
0.50

Maximum
(mm)
13.07
9.00
1.00
18.50
25.00
1.20
3.00
3.00
3.00
1.50

Min Step
(mm)
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

Max Step
(mm)
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

Table 7-2 Antenna design parameters included for optimization

The dimensional parameters of the antenna were optimized using the Quasi-Newton
Method [174] that is an integral part of HFSS [42]. Two cost functions (CF) were defined.
CF_A was used to search for the optimal dimensional parameters of the spiral element by
minimizing the antenna input reflection with a target of │ΓIN│ = 0 at 433 MHz. Similarly,
CF_B was used to search for the optimal parameters for the parasitic element by
minimizing the antenna input reflection with a target of │ΓIN│ = 0 at 2.45 GHz. It was
found during initial trials that the variations of the parameters of Table 7-2 had a much
greater effect for the 433 MHz band in comparison to the 2.45 GHz band and the optimizer
had difficulty finding a solution. The cost function CF_A was therefore assigned a
weighting of 1.5 times that of CF_B as the 433 MHz spiral element was much more
sensitive and narrow-band compared to the 2.45 GHz band. The optimization process took
334 iterations with a total cost of 0.05 and a total computation time of approximately 8
hours using a machine with 24 GB of RAM and an Intel® Xeon® 8-core CPU running at
1.6 GHz. The final, optimized antenna dimensions for the design are listed in Table 7-1.
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7.5

Measured Results

Figure 7-10 Photograph of prototype antenna

In order to verify the proposed design, a prototype antenna was fabricated as shown in
Figure 7-10 using a LPKF ProtoMat C60 milling machine [45]. The top and bottom ground
interconnections were made using brass pins as shown. The impedance and radiation
characteristics of the antenna were then measured in a semi-anechoic chamber [49] using a
Model ZVRE Rohde and Schwarz VNA [47]. In order to suppress cable current effects, the
measurements were performed using a balun [66] and ferrite-beaded cable.
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Figure 7-11 shows the lower band response with reasonable agreement shown between
measurement and simulation. The antenna has a measured S11 (-10 dB) bandwidth of 2
MHz at 433 MHz. The discrepancies in resonant frequency originate from a combination of
fabrication tolerances for the prototype and the use of a simplified excitation model that
does not consider the effects of the balun. Figure 7-12 shows the upper band response and
the antenna has S11 (-10 dB) bandwidth of 132 MHz at 2.45 GHz.

Figure 7-11 Comparing measured and simulated antenna S11 at 433 MHz

Figure 7-12 Comparing measured and simulated antenna S11 at 2.45 GHz
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Figure 7-13 (a) shows the normalized 3D realized gain patterns for the antenna at 433 MHz
as derived in simulation. The antenna has omni-directional radiation characteristics in the xz plane. Figure 7-13 (b) shows that the simulated peak realized gain is approximately -11.1
dBi.

(a)

(b)
Figure 7-13 Simulated 3D gain at 433 MHz, (a) Normalized, (b) Un-normalized
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Figure 7-14 (a) shows the 3D realized gain patterns for the antenna at 2.45 GHz as derived
in simulation. It can be seen that the antenna also exhibits omni-directional radiation
characteristics in the x-z plane at this frequency. Figure 7-14 (b) shows that the simulated
value of peak realized gain is approximately +3.25 dBi.

(a)

(b)
Figure 7-14 Simulated 3D Gain at 2.45 GHz, (a) Normalized, (b) Un-normalized
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The measured and simulated radiation patterns for the principal planes are shown in Figure
7-15. It can be observed from Figure 7-15 (c) and Figure 7-15 (d) that the measured and
simulated co-polarized radiation patterns correlate well in the x-z plane, both at 433 MHz
and 2.45 GHz. However, the measured radiation patterns in the x-y and y-z planes are in
poor agreement, especially at 2.45 GHz. The reason for the discrepancy is thought to relate
to the measurement setup used for radiation pattern measurements as shown in Figure 7-16.
For the x-z plane measurement, the test setup of Figure 7-16 (a) was employed. The antenna
was connected to a balun [66] as shown and a flexible RF absorber material was used to
shield the upper 30 cm of the feed-cable and balun. The antenna was then rotated in the x-z
plane, about the y-axis as shown, with the axis of rotation, as required, placed close to the
origin of the spherical co-ordinate system that was used in simulation, shown as the crossshape in Figure 7-16. The measured results in the x-z plane therefore correlate reasonably
well with the simulated case in terms of symmetry.
However, for the x-y plane measurement and similarly for the y-z case, a different
antenna configuration was necessary as shown in Figure 7-16 (b). In this case, a 90° SMA
adapter was required to enable rotation of the antenna about the z-axis shown. However, the
adapter has the effect of moving the axis of measurement away from the phase-centre of the
antenna when measuring the x-y and y-z patterns as well as increasing the possibility for
coupling between the antenna and the ferrite absorber material and balun, especially for the
upper band at 2.45 GHz. It is believed that these effects explain the observed discrepancies
as these measurement details could not be modelled in simulation. Although not ideal,
improvements to the measurements setup could be made and it is considered that the
radiation pattern measurements are nonetheless in sufficient agreement with the simulations
for the purposes of verifying the radiation properties of the new design.
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Figure 7-15 Measured and simulated radiation patterns
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7-16 Radiation pattern measurement setup (a) x-z plane, (b) x-y plane

The measured and simulated gain and radiation efficiency figures for the antenna are
summarized in Table 5-2 and are specified at 433 MHz and 2.45 GHz. The peak realized
gain was measured as -11.5 dBi at 433 MHz and +0.5 dBi at 2.45 GHz with the maximum
gain measured in the x-z plane for both frequency bands. At 433 MHz, the measured peak
realized gain figures are in good agreement with the simulated case with a difference of
approximately 0.5 dB observed. At 2.45 GHz, the measured peak realized gain figure is
2.75 dB less than the simulated case and is most likely due to the previously described nonidealities in the measurement setup.
Test Case

Peak Realized Gain (dBi)

Radiation Efficiency (%)

Simulated (433 MHz)

-11.05

7.9

Measured (433 MHz)

-11.5

NA

Simulated (2.45 GHz)

3.25

89

Measured (2.45 GHz)

0.5

NA

Table 7-3 Antenna Gain and Radiation Efficiency at 433 MHz and 2.45 GHz
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The antenna has a simulated radiation efficiency of 7.9 % at 433 MHz with a greatly
improved efficiency of 89 % at 2.45 GHz because the parasitic element is of resonant
length at 2.45 GHz.

7.6

Conclusions

A compact, low cost, single-feed planar antenna that operates in both the 433 MHz and
2.45 GHz ISM bands has been developed. Dual-band operation is achieved using a spiral
element and a parasitically coupled monopole element. The antenna is realized in a
compact size of 0.07λ × 0.05λ at 433 MHz including the groundplane. The antenna is
linearly polarized with omni-directional radiation characteristics. The dual-band feature is
implemented passively with no requirement for additional active elements with associated
RF losses and increased power requirements. Band switching allows adaptive control of
antenna gain to suit the link requirements of the application. The relatively low gain and
radiation efficiency figures at 433 MHz are expected since the antenna is electrically small
[17]. However, when the Free-Space-Path-Loss LFS [175] at 433 MHz versus 2.45 GHz is
considered, assuming line-of-sight communications, there is approximately 15 dB less
attenuation at 433 MHz compared to 2.45 GHz (for the same Tx power) and this can offset
the low efficiency performance of the antenna at 433 MHz. In addition, comparing the gain
of the proposed antenna to a loop antenna of similar size [96], it can be seen that the
proposed antenna achieves approximately 9 dB more gain at 433 MHz. The ability of the
antenna to cover both the lower and upper extents of the UHF ISM bands together with its
small physical size and cost make it suitable for a wide variety of short-range, WSN
applications. The results of this chapter have been published in [172].
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Chapter 8. Conclusions and Future Work
8.1

Summary

This final chapter summarizes the contributions of the research contained in this thesis. It
also highlights the main advancements made in antenna design for BSN applications as
well as a description of future work. A review of the literature showed three key antennarelated design challenges that currently exist for wireless sensor networks. The first
challenge relates to the continuing trend for miniaturization that is leading to the
development of increasingly smaller wireless sensor devices. Commercial antenna
integration is becoming increasingly difficult, especially for the lower-UHF bands and there
is a need for the development of new types of compact, low-cost antenna designs to meet
the requirements of current and future devices. A second challenge concerns the effects of
antenna detuning in wireless sensor applications. At present, these devices are implemented
using simple, fixed matching networks that have no capability to deal with changing
antenna environments. This is especially problematic where the wireless sensor device is
placed on or close to the human body such as in the rapidly emerging application area of
wearable BSN. This represents a key limitation of current technology. The final challenge
relates to wireless sensor network reliability. At present, the vast majority of ISM-band
wireless sensor platforms operate on a single frequency band with very limited redundancy
in terms of wireless communications in the event of wireless network failure or issues
associated with interference. Multi-band operation offers potential for improved data
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reliability and quality-of-service (QoS) compared to the state-of-the-art but this requires the
development of new types of multi-band antenna designs.

8.2

Contributions to state-of-the-art

To address the above challenges, this work has developed two generations of antenna
tuning solutions. The architecture for a first-generation antenna tuner system was developed
and a fully automated, 433 MHz solution was then demonstrated. A higher performance,
second-generation tuner was then developed. This solution was substantially miniaturized
in comparison to the first-generation solution, allowing the tuner to be integrated into the
antenna element itself with significant improvements demonstrated in tuner losses, power
consumption and tuning time. Two low cost, small-sized antenna designs were also
developed. The first was a 433 MHz antenna that was designed to meet the needs of highly
integrated WSN devices such as the Tyndall mote, using a compact and low cost antenna
topology. A second dual-band antenna was developed to cover both the 433 MHz and 2.45
GHz ISM bands using a single-feed with no requirement for an additional groundplane. The
journal and conference publications that have arisen from this work are listed at the end of
this chapter.

8.3

Future Work

During the course of this thesis, several topics have emerged that would be appropriate for
future research. The first issue relates to RF performance. To date, one of the biggest
challenges in implementing antenna tuner designs has been the tradeoff between improved
performance and losses of tunable RF components. However, there has been great progress
made recently with the advent of low-loss MEMs tunable capacitors. For example tunable
capacitors from Cavendish Kinetics [176] are now available with a Q-factor of > 200 at 800
MHz. The use of this technology in place of the existing devices would immediately reduce
the matching network losses of the 433 MHz tunable antenna described in Chapter 6 by
approximately 0.5 dB, without any other design changes required.
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A high-Q tunable capacitor/inductor is only part of the solution however. A key component
of an adaptive antenna tuning system is the impedance mismatch sensor that allows the
determination of the degree of impedance match that exists. One or more directional
couplers are generally used to sample the forward and reflected power levels from the
antenna in order to determine the optimum tuner settings for maximum power delivery to
the antenna. However, most present coupler designs, especially for the lower UHF bands,
are large, discrete component devices with limited bandwidth and introduce losses when
placed in circuit. A number of techniques have been proposed in the literature that remove
the requirement for the coupler in cellular applications

[177, 178] [120] and these

approaches could offer potential performance improvements. Apart from the above issues,
the biggest challenge relates to implementation and cost. In order to develop a tuning
solution that was ready for mass adoption, a fully integrated, low-cost and low-power
antenna tuner IC would be required.
In Chapter 4, it was shown that the reflection coefficient of the AUT was related to the
distance of the AUT to the body. It was also shown in Chapter 6 that the optimal capacitor
states could easily be determined as a function of reflection coefficient. It may therefore be
possible to adjust the matching network based on known proximity information of the user.
This could possibly allow the optimum tuner states of the tuner to be determined without
the need for measuring the reflection coefficient of the antenna using a coupler and power
detector(s). Most modern power detectors use logarithmic amplification to detect RF power
levels. These types of power detector have a large dynamic range with a wide-band
response but are power hungry and may not be practical in some types of low power
wireless sensor operations.
In terms of measuring the radiation characteristics of the antennas described in this
thesis, several improvements are necessary to improve the correlation between the
measurements and simulation for the antennas discussed in Chapters 5 and 7. This would
include the use of a fully calibrated, anechoic test environment that was calibrated over the
frequency range from 400 MHz to 3 GHz for the test cases considered in this work.
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For this work, load-pull measurements were carried out manually, using a triple-stub-tuner
[148]. This method proved time consuming and an automated load-pull test method would
be essential to thoroughly characterize the tuner. In addition, inter-modulation distortion
measurements would be useful to characterize the linearity of the tuner in future work.
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